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WCAIES And Kentucky Utilities
Submit Prices Al Tuesday Meet

Single Copy, 10c

Officials of the Weekley County
Crockett said, however, that the
Municipal Electric System and KU .officials
took figures on the
Kentucky Utilities Co. °Mehl!' co-op's appraisa
failed to get together On a pri,e ton and promisel back to lAo.ingd a decision withfor the South Fulton electric pro- in a week.
perties at Martin Tuesday, 'but
It'was the first meeting of the
Btooks Crockett, superintendent
of the cooperative said he had two companies to talk price.
'
hopes that an agreement would be
South Fulton. now served by
reached.
KU, sold a franchise to the
Crockett said the fenreasee Weak Icy County coopera
tive some
cooperative made a definite offer time ago. The coopera
to KU and that the electric system to buy KU facilitie tive offered
s and said if
countered with a higlier price. H.--they--eould not -agree- on
tr-priCe declined to announce either price the co-op would
or to say how far apart they art. lines into South butld its own
Fulton.

Yearly: trade area $2
Elsewhere In I'S $3

Volume Twenty-Eight

Fulton. Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, Februa
ry 12, 1959

MIOWID

With Circuit Judge Stahr scheduled to rule on the
Highlands anne'xation suit Saturday, Feb. 14th,
at a
special session here in Fulton, a new factor entered the
limelight this week that is causing many residents
and
property owners of the area considerable speculation.
According to reports, the Health Department has cast
a critical eye at unsanitary conditions in the area caused
by numerous overflowing septic tanks and may seek
action to force affected property owners to provide facilities for themselves.

Gardner Seeks A Court Test On
Legality Of Bondurant's Order
S.

of

The amoidertnu betUe between
Ro Gardner. publisLer . of the
Hickman Courier at Hickman.
Ky . and Judge Jolly g, Bondurant of the Fulton County Fiscal Court, continues to erupt
this week. treading on ground that
Is drawinc interested ohseifvri
throughout the Stete and midSouth.
The open conflict reported in
last week's NEWS) began with
issue of II written order from the

Court to publisher Gardner last
week, in which °wittier Was restrained from sows to te court

MINNOW

records.
Lint weekend Gardner obtained
the services of attorney Charles
Williams of Paducah to seek a
court order to make Judge Bondurant open the County Court record!' to his newspaper, and stated that a suit would probably
be tiled in Circuit Court in Hickman as noon as the attorney
could prepare the caw
In a ntatetrunent of rebuttal to

Homra Named
Gifts Chairman
Business
the I9S9
t.
man Hi,
announced

gifts
hillrman
for
Heart Fund Drive in
Fred nom's, 117 Norainx 411' meta has been
'71 Wisher H Sebastian
leatin.i..n insurance executive State campatzn chairman
Ametican Legion That 72 is
assisting with this work. according to the anresuncement The
Heart Pund (-imposter: runs through
the month of February

the Union City Messenger earlier
this week, Judge Bondurant said
that "The court records are open
t„ any newspaperman with the
exception af Gardner."
Judge Bondurant had previously
declined to say whether his order closing his recurds to all but
"directly interested parties" included all newspapers and their
representatives.
In addition. Judge Ikniclurant
Continued on Page Eight

Story Of Liitcoln
Heard On Mary Nelle's
Radio Program
This year, the world marks
the IS0th anniversary of the
birth of a man, who fulfilled
a destiny: without parallel in
our history, Abraham Lincoln.
Listen to Mary Nelle Wright on
the "Ms lair Lady- program
on Thursdav. Feb. 12. at 9 36
a, m when she will bring you
the first in 9 weeklv series of
stories, mirrored in the life of
Abraham Lincoln. 1809 to 1959.
This series called "The American Stars" warn designed to provide new and penetrating insight Into the man. Lincoln . . .
and into ourselves as custodians
of I still enduring Democracy.
The story Mary Nene wiU
feature on Lincoln's birthday.
Feb. 12. will he "Abrahm Lincoln; the Wilderness. Beginnings", by the emniinent historian, poet, writer and folk
singer,('arl Sandburg

Such a move would be unnecessary if the area were brought into

CITIZENS OF TOMORROW (top row I. to r.)=EN
RAY
CL
oLIER. age I year, see of Mr. and M.
rs David
of Route

1 Crutchfiled grandson of Mrs. Bessie Yates, Route one,
Crutchfield, Mr. and
'Mrs. leas Kemp, Route 1, Fulton; and Mr. and Mrs.
Errs Collier, Fulton. JOE ALAN GRAVES, age
3 years, son ot
Mr. and '.1 I-.. Joe T. Graves, Route 3, Fulton; grandam
of Mr. and

Mrs R. W Graves. Bardwell Ky. and Mr. and Mrs.
0. M. Akers,
Austin, Texas. MARGARET LYNN BROWN, age
3 years, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brown, Fulton, grandda
ughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Smith Brown, Fete.; and Mr.
and Mrs. Carne41
Stephens. Fulton. Bottom row (I. to I%) LINDA
LUCILLE CARD.
WELL. are 12. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cardwel
l, Fulton,
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Scott, Fulton
nod Mr. Halford Cardwell. Harris, Tenn. KENNETH ALAN
JACKSON. age
13 months, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson, Raab
5, Fulton:
grandson of Mr and Mrs. A. B. Cloys, Perry, Fla.
and Mrs. ()nice
Jackson of Crutchfield. WINFREY ANN
RAY, age 3 months,
daughter of Mr. and :Sirs. Charles Edward Ray,
Fulton; granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Oliver, Fulton
and Mr. and
Mrs Roy Ray, Martin. Tenn.

Girl Scout
Leaders Meet

the city, inasmuch as city sewers
could be extended throughout
Highlands. A summary of courses

Alf Hornbeak,
Businessman

James
Alf
Hornbeak
died
Thursday at 615 a. m. at his
home at 411 Jefferson St., after
several months' illness.
He was born in Hornbeak. Ten-

A luncheon-meeting of the district chairman of the Bear Creek

Girl Scout Council was held Tuesday morning at the home of Mrs.
Clyde Williams, Jr.

The swimming pool is finished,
nessee, the son of the
Those present were Miss Edith but will be unable to open until Lawson and Martha late James
Jane MoulTreet, Executive Director of the funds are raised for the construc- trie Hornbea
k. The Hornbeak
Council, Mrs. Doris Demuer, field tion of a bath house
The board of directors of the family moved to Fulton in the
director; Mrs. Nell Thomas, Mrs.
late fall of 1899. Their home was
Willow
Plunge Pool Corporation
Elizabeth Harold, Mrs. Virginia
the farm where the Charles and
decided
at a meeting Monday
Davis. Mrs Peggy Myers and Mrs.
Cordelia Brann Fields and the
Rachel Williams, district chair- night to have a selling campaign Gilbert
Moon homes are now loman; and Mrs. Glenn Bushart, on Skat.
Wait until you see.. the resu ts cated. He attended the South Fulneighborhood chairman
ton and Fulton schools and the
it gets. You will to shown Skat
on March 8. Thereaftei. the pro- !Branham and Hughes Preparatory
Schools of Springhill, Tenn.

duct will be sold on Lake

night to: a radio marathon.

"We are trying to open the pool
this summer Please help us—
some let us down on their
pledges." said a spokesman for the
directors.

membership at the First Methodist Church in Fulton at the
time of his death.
In September of 1913, he and
his brother, Paul, purchased a

bakery business from the late Guy
Irby. The bUsiness was located
where Smith's Cafe is now. A few
years later, they purchased the
property where the Arcade Barber & Beauty Shop and the Budget Shop are now located and for
a number of years operated a
MRS. KILGORE MAY RUN
wholesale and retail bakery and
• Close friends of`Mrs. Violet Kil- cafe that
was the pride of Fulton
gore, director of state parks, say
Continued on Page .Five
she has decided to seek the Democratic nomination for lieutenant
governor. Mrs. Kilgore would
neither confirm nor deny it Tuesday.
ATTENTION, MINISTERS

Dr. Ward Bushart To Handle
Combs-Wyatt Campaign In County
The Combs-Wyatt campaign in
Fulton County will be handled
by Dr. Ward Bushart, Fulton
Chairman, it was announced by
State Co-Chairmen Robert R.
Martin and J. David Francis in
Louisville this week.
"We are confident the people
of your county will recognize the
excellent leadership chosen by the
Combs-Wyatt forces," the managers said.
Dr. Bushart is the new chair-

Wells Announces
For Lt. Governor
Former Commissioner of Rural
Highways, J. B. Wells, Jr. filed
for the Lt. Governor's race in the
Democratic primary election, May
26.
Wells is an executive of an
Eastern Kentucky hardware company and an official of a bank :n
Paintsville, Kentucky

man of the Fulton City School
Board and former president of the

t 7 15 p. m.,
bring either
or someone
in business

The national vice-president of
the Jaycees from Jackson, Miss.
will be the guest speaker.
At the meeting three awards
will be presented. They will be
the Key Man Award, the Outstanding Jaycees of the Year-

1968, and the Distinguished Service Award, to be selected by
closed, secret, writein ballot.
The local Jaycees will play two
basketball games, with all proceeds going
to pay off the
scoreboard at Memorial Stadium
here. The first game will be
played on Feb. 10 at Wickliffe
with the Jaycees there. On another date later in February, the
Wickliffe team will come to Fulton.
Also on Feb 10, C D. Jones,
president of the local Jaycees
and Bill Warren, will attend a
district Jaycees meeting in Bowling Green

Salary Raise
Plan Beaten
At S. Fulton

closed by Board,, action recently
due. to inadequate water and
sewage, and that upon complaint,
the Board would investigate and
seek corrective measures - of any
other case brought to their attention.
County Sanitarian Harry Barry
could not be reached at press-time
for comment

Reed Speaker
At Rotary Meet
Are there any particular factors
which may cause your tax returns
to be examined by government
examiners?
"Yes, there are at least three",
George Reed, Mayfield CPA and
Tax expert told Fulton Rotarians
at their Tuesday luncheon.
Reed listed the three as:
(1). Arithmetical errors discovered by the examiner as he runs
over it quickly. If one error is
discovered, the supposition is that
It may contain more errors, so it
is examined thoroughly.
(2). Deducations claimed out of
proportion to income. The department keeps a list of average
claims according to income
Continued on Page tight

Missionary Speaks
In Nazarene Church

Voters of South Fulton Saturday turned down a proposal
to raise the salary of the city's
mayor and councilmen.
The vote was 235 against, 141

Rev. Ronald Denton. returne1
Nazarene missionary to South
America, will speak in the Fulton

for the proposal Had the citizens
favored the plan, the state legislature would have been asked

to amend the city's charter to
make the raises possible.
Saturday's election was an unofficial "Straw vote."
The plan under consideration
would have raised the salary of
the mayor from $50 a month to
A free throw by Richard Card- $300 a month and the pay of the
well in the last six seconds of a councilmen from $S a meeting to
basketball game at Clinton Tues- $10 a meeting.
day night, gave the Fulton City, The plan would have been el.
Bulldogs a 65-64 edge over the fective at the end of the terms of
Red Devils of Clinton Central.
office of present, officials.
With 10 seconds to go Fulton
Mayor Milton Counce. following
hld a 64-62 lead but a basket the count of Saturday
's vote,

Fulton Wins
Over Red Devils

April 15. 1959 is an important
date for ministers who wish to
obtain social security protection
but have never taken any action
to come under the program.

lure i ludes (I. to r.): Judge Bert Combs,
Mrs.
Paul
benne, also of Fulton, who is co-chairman
state uoinen's organization; Dr. Bushart. .
Wilson Wyatt. Democratic primary, May
26. is 0 s IS weeks away.

ing city sewers throughout necessary parts of the area;
(2). Residents can refuse annexation and provide their own
means of correcting sewage deficiencies according to Health Department standards;
(3). Residents might form a
sewer District corporation, float
bonds and build their own sewers,
tie-ing in to the new city line extending from the Ferry-Morse
Plant. Such cost, however, would
available for eliminating the be in excess of that now charged
sewage problem' runs this way, by the city for such service, since
The News learnsr
the bonds would have to be retir(1). Residents can be annexed ed from revenue charges of the
and pay pro-rata cost of extend- users.
A member of the County Board
of Health, told The News Wednesday that a Riceyille Cafe had been

A. the regular meeting of the Smith's Rose Room
Fulton
Jaycees
plans
were Feb. 19.
.
made for "Bosses Night", a dinAll members will
ner-meeUng
be
to
held
at their boss, partner
connected with them

Street
He united with the Methodist
during the rqprith of March.
Plans also were made MonctOr Church early in life and held his

FULTON COUNTY ('HA1RMAN FOR COMBSWYATT: Dr. Ward Ftushurt (right, center) was
named Fulton County chairman of the Combs
Wyatt campaign last weekend as the candidate-,
for Governor and LC Governor began a district
by -district visit throughout the awe. Above plc

Number Seven

TRANSFERRED TO FULTON
J. B. Kearby of Crutchfield,
who was injured in the mail truck
accident recently at Lone Oak, has
been transferred from the West
Kentucky Baptist Hospital in Paducah to the Hillview Hospital in

by Gaylon Myers tied the count said that the salaries would
not
at 64-all. Myers then fouled Card- be raised and that the
plan
well who tossed the winning I would not be submitted
to the
p4nt.
:legtslature.
Roger Pigue, Fulton forward,
Fulton.
tossed in 21 points to lead tne
BOND WINNER
C. IL GREEN ILL
scoring. Don Wyatt scored 20 for
Ann Tipton of Hickman was
C. B. Green, retired railroad the Red Devils.
one of the winners of a $25 bond
employee of 315 Carr Street, is ill Fulton City
21 33 52 65 award in the 1958 Soil Conservaat his home.
Clinton Central
18 32 51 64 tion Essay Contest.

Nev. Denton
Church of the Nazarene, February
18, at 7:00 p. m.
This will be the first furlough
and deputation work in the U. S.

since the benfons went to Bolivia
Continued on Page /Wit

Mrs. Tripp, After Devoting Years To Youth Work, Takes Rest
By Oujda Jewell

been active in other phases of church, as well as in the Sub-Dis- ing served

sixteen

consecutive Tripp is with the Illinois Central
(Written especially for Com- the youth program of the local, trict, having served as Sub-Dis- years as Cub Scout Master.
Mr. serving as .Lead Electrician in
Fulton Country Club. He is active mercial
Appeal's series on. Mayor's
trict Counselor for the Methodist
in medical circles, and in the wives.)
Fulton.
Fellows
Youth
hip
differen
in
two
t
church, civic and social circles
She has for the past several
Councils
.
Mrs.
Nelson
Tripp, wife of the
of this area.
years,devoted much of her time
Mayor of Fulton, has devoted
'This is the first time Mrs. Tripp
to the developing and training of
most of her life to working with
has been free of great responsiyoung people of the area, who
children, although she has none
bilities in a number of years, but

Bayou De Chien
Asks Watershed

of her own. At present, she is
taking a much needed vacation.
having recently resigned as DirecAnother watershed rears its tor of children and youth choirs
head. The SCD boards of Fulton, of the First Methodist Church.
Graves and Hickman counties after serving in that capacity for
have received petitions for a pub- the past five years.
Following her resignation, in
lic hearing on the creation of a
watershed conservancy district in appreciation of her devoted serthe Bayou De Chien Creek crea. vice, Mrs. Tripp. was honored on
Charles Wright, chairman of Ful- Sunday afternoon, Feb. 1, with a
ton County SCD, announced that Valentine Tea at the First Meththe hearing is scheduled for Febr- odist church here. The Tea was
uary 28 at Cayce High jchool sponsored by the Choir School
Mothers. Assisting in serving
from 1 to 3 p. m.
were a group of high school girls
SCD supervisors from the three who have served
as
counties will conduct this hear- counselors for the pianists and
Chow. School.
ing. Landowners and other interBesides her duties as Choir
Continued on. Page Eight
School Director, Mrs. Tripp has

she still expects to take an active
part in church and community affairs. She is especially interested
in the work of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service and
the Wesleyan Service Guilds.
The MaYor's wife, a very talented singer and pianist, plans also
to continue to help some individual students in voice and piano,
in her home.
Mrs. Tripp's interest in children
and youth has not been confined
to the church activities alone, but

. Nies. Nelson Tripp

has included school and other
areas. For many years she assisted Mr. Tripp in his activities as
Cub Master. He resigned from
Cub Scouting in January, 1958, to
assume the &dies of Maw,luiy-

Nelson Tripp

have participated in the home
talent contests, as well as the
Mid-South Talent Contest held
annually in Memphis. Among
those is her niece, Miss Nancy
Adams, who placed first at the
Mid-South Talent Show and also
was winner on the Arthur'Godfrey's Talent Scouts TV show in
New York City in 1957.
Most of Mrs. "Tripp's teaching
hair been done on a voluntary
(having po monotary reward)
basis.
Not having any children of her
own, her greatest joys in life have
been working with other people's
children.
"You would say that my chief
interest, orhobby, is children and
ea,!.,fengs SigAf

Whool, class of 1948

Journalism Offers Young People A Good Career
High school and college students
are greatly underestimating the
career opportunities which exist on
the reporting, editing and advertising
staffs of the nation's newspapers.
This is the major conclusion of a
report recently published by the head
of a college journalism department
who took a year's leave of absence
rom his post to investigate the newspaper staff recruitment problems—
and solutions—across the nation. His
study was sponsored by Dow Jones
& Company, publisher of the Wall
Street Journal, and by the Dow Jones
foundation.
It seems to draw a right true picture of Journalism here in Kentucky,
because "shortage of manpower" is
our greatest single problem, and in
the nationwide survey 67% of the
large and small dailies surveyed considered that to be one of their leading
problems.
Why the shortage? There is a constant dermand for trained newspaper
people, salaries are good, work is as
steady and permanent as the individual wants to make it, it is a professional career that offers excitement, integrity, community prestige, and a
way of life. For a young man who is
unmarried and likes to see the world,
a newspaper training will get him a
job anytime in any of the 49 States
of the Union. For one who marries
and wants to settle down, a newspaper
job is a good profesional job.
We agree with another comment of
the report, which says that "the greatest pool of talent for newspaper staffs
of the future is to be found today on

college and high school papers. In
every instance of recent years here in
Fulton, students who have gone on
to successful careers in Journalism
have become interested in the work
through association with the work on
the high school paper.
As a matter of fact, we started out
that way ourselves, back in our hometown.
We like to see young people get
interested in journalism. And that
goes for young men as well as young
women, since much of this work is a
man's job. Here at the News we like
to encourage young people to become
reporters for their schools and learn
how to express themselves, and right
now we would welcome more inquiries from young people who think
they might like to make a career in
this profession.
Despite the fact that the movies
and television programs still portray
a newspaperman as a hard-drinking,
bullet-dodging star reporter, it is
neither that nor a dull and routine
job; it is a job for the best mind available, performing the vitaL-task of
keeping the public informed.
For young men who are mechanically inclined but unable to attend
college, the "back shop" of a newspaper offers unlimited opportunity to
learn a good job too. Such work as
linotype operator, printer, pressman,
stereotyper and other jobs can be
learned right here in Fulton. Your inquiries are always welcomed, whatever phase you may be interested in,
and if we can help you, we'll be glad
to do so.

On Its 49th Birthday, Scouting Looks Ahead
Here, as well as elsewhere in
America, Boy Scout Week is being
observed this week. It marks the 49th
anniversary of the organization that
has touched the lives of more than
29,500,000 Americans since 1910.
There is hardly an American family
that has not felt its influence.
Today there are more than 4,780,00.0 boys and leaders playing the
"game of Scouting." Although one of
every four boys eight to sixteen years
old is enrolled, leaders of the movement want to serve at least a majority
of the boys in America.

The next five years will see a large
increase in boys of those.ages.
"Looking ahead for the next five
years," says Dr. Arthur A. Schuck,
Chief Scout Executive,"we must recognize that never has it been so important or imperative that the youth
of our nation be trained to high idealism, acquired through unselfish service, by self-reliance, and cooperative
effort."
We are confident that the Boy
-Scouts of America will meet the challenge. Happy birthday, Boy Scouts!

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Washington Was A Man Of Prayer
By George N. Kramer, Ph. D.,
staff writer for the TIDINGS
LAST YEAR a million visitors to
Valley Forge stood in the Washington
Memorial Chapel and reverently gazed at a stained-glass circular window.
There seemed to be nothing unusual about the figure of George
Washington kneeling in prayer at
Valley Forge camp during the crucial
winter of 1777-1778.
Yet those looking up at the window
remembered reading somewhere that
he was "first in war, first in peace,
and first in the hearts of his countrymen;" that his distinction was due to
his courage on the battlefield.
But Washington's greatness did not
reside in his military genius, his
executive ability or his political
acumen. It was his inner spiritual
strength that made him the great man
we all honor.
HIS PERSONAL BRAVERY was
matched by his moral fortitude; his
effective itianagement was rooted in
self-discipline; and the success of his
public life was the fruit of Christian
virtues.

THE FTJLTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
SUccessor of various weekly papers in Fulton, he first of which was founded in 1880
Address all mail (subscriptions. change of address. Toms
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throughout the United States $3 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28. 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 18,1
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The Father of our country was
never afraid to express his religious
convictions. He was never ashamed of
them. Yet there was nothing stilted or
sentimental in their ex pr essio n.
Above all, they rang with utmost
sincerity.
NO BETTER EXAMPLE of this
can be found than on the occasion
when he took the oath of office as
President. It was Washington who
added the invocation, since used by
.every President of the United States,
"So help me God."
Sometimes regarded as cold aRd
aloof, Washington frequently revealed his humility in his writings.
"A humble man leans not to his
own understanding," he wrote, "and
trusts not in it; he is sensible of the
all sufficient Power, Wisdom, and
Goodness of Almighty God, and commits himself to Him for Counsel,
Guidance, Direction and Strength."
It is related by his contemporaries
that General Washington frequently
went alone into his quarters to pray.
Research scholars and writers about
Washington agree that he read the
Bible regularly and that he always
said grace at mealtime.
One is not surprised, then, that
looking up at the stained-glass window the kneeling figure seems so true
to life. But one wonders, too, why
more of our youth are not asked to
look up to Washington.
IN THE PRAYER ROOM for members of the House and Senate in the
Capitol the central figure in the stained-glass window also depicts the
kneeling Washington.
Those who enter may well meditate
on Washington's words:
"He who wishes to serve his country, if not influenced by higher motives, runs the risk of being miserably
disappointed.

pUIZEDirm0
..
.
7
4 "Im"....
RT. 2

I will be looking forward to the
centennial edition! I always read
the Fulton news in our local

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor •
Anialasimmanoma
It seems the sun can't shine
very long till we are having bad
weather again,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
visited in Mayfield Snnday as
guests of Mr and Mrs. Harry Williams.
Mrs. Maude and Miss Constance
Jones were dinner guests in the
MeGuire home Sunday.
.Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called on Mrs. Bear! Colley'of Fulton
Friday co. m.
Bro and Mrs. Dave Hillard and
baby ate Sunday dinner with the
Bill Matthews.
Mrs. Esta Moore'is on the sick
list and was not able to attend
Quarterly meeting Sunday night
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Cathey
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carr

paper.
Thank you very much,
Berta Peak Padgett
(Mrs. John C. Padgett)

County Board Of
Health Meets

Members of the Fulton County
Board of Health met at the Hickman Health Offi_
last week.
Among those attending were
Edwin H. West, director, Division
of Local Health, State Department of Health, Louisville and
Phillip R. Spangler. State Department, Division of Budgets and
Accounts.
Sunday.

Mr and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp

CAYCE NEWS

Clarice Bondurant—

Mr and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchison
and children of Manchester, Tenn.
spent the weekend with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Camp-

bell.'
Mesdames Cordia Forrester and
Meda Belle Carter who were call.4-d here to attend the funeral and
burial of their brother-in-law,
Earl Baird, are visiting their sister, Mesdames Earl Baird, W. A.
Campbell and Lewis Scearce.
Miss Clarke Bondurant attended the funeral and burial of her
cousin. Mrs. Annie Bruce. in Padikiih, Ky. Tuesday afternoon.
We are very sorry to hear of the
death of Mrs. -Charles Viven of
Camden. Tenn. She is the sister of
Mrs. Pafford. wife of the Cayce
Methodist pastor. We extend our
sympathy to the family.

In The Last 60 Days It Has Learned To Talk. Too.

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-.
February 10. 1939

weight eight and one-half pounds
Friday night in the 'Fulton hos-

Wednesday night at the First pital.
-Methodist Church the entire memberstip were guests of the Board
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burkett of
of Stewards at a Fellowship Sup- Clinton announce the birth of a
per. Smith Atkins, chairman of Son, weighing eight and one-half
the Board,- presided aid introduc- pounds, Sunday morning in the
ed various speakers of'the even- Fulton hospital.
ing.
Mrs. L. 0. BradfOrd was.hosThe Fulton Athletic Club, to be tess
to her luncheon club Tuesoperated solely for amateur of the day
afternoon at her home on
surrounding territory,'will open Third-st.
High score prize was
here Saturday in the old Meadows awarded to
Mrs. G.- G Bard.
Hotel building on Church Street.
The gym will be open to amateurs
Miss Betty Norris was hostess
in this section from 1 till 4 o'clock to her regular bridge club Wedfor training purposes with Bobby nesday night .at her home on
Matthews, former middleweight Park-as'. Mrs. Ardelle Sams was
champion of the South Amateur awarded the high score prize, Mrs.
bouts will be conducted on Friday George Moore held second high
night of each week.
and Mrs. 1. M. Jones cut consolaI. D. Holmes, Train. Master, of tion.
Princeton, Ky., has been transMrs. Hendon Wright was hosferred to Fulton, as acting Train
Master, H -W. Williams being' on tess to a party Tuesday afternoon
a leave' of absence due to illness. at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Mace McDade in the
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Henderson Highlands, for her son, Don, Who
announce the birth of, a son, celebrated his third birthday. _

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Mr. H. Henry,
38, Crawford Street,
London, W. I.
Trusting to hear from

1

you

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade and
Mrs. Edna -Alexander left Friday
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Campbell and other relatives
of Akron, Ohio. We are .sorry to
hear Wesley had a very serious
accident while at work, he lost
two.. fingers, but is getting along
very well_when heard from him.

alone fine after having an operation la ,1 week in the Fuller G11
hum hospital in 'Mayfield.

-

-Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Casey Saturday night awhile.
Mr. Almus Howard is recqvering from an attadk of Pneumonia
at his home north east 'of Pilot
Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House visited their son and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Boaz House, one night last
week.
Mrs. Harry Yates is feeling better, attar being sick most of the
winter. co4ry.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette
were Saturday afternoon guests
of Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Curtsinger
and little son of Chicago,
spent the weekend with Mr: and
Mrs. A. Simpson. and other relatives.
Mrs. Bessie Campbell is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Billie Campbell
of Lone Oak. Ky.
Maurice Carr Ekmdurant spent

Charles A. Burns who has graduated from Murray State has accepted a position in Huntsville.
Ala. he spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Friday night with Eddie Williams.
Burns,
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Williams
We are sorry Mrs. J. C. Menees were Sunday guests of Mr. and
is sick, we wish her a speedy re- Mrs. Frank Henry.
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Telephone
Talk
by
HAROLD ‘VII.E
Tour Telephone Manager

"
Candy heart's and cords can say
m missing you on Valentine s cloyr
But som•how th• nicest way of oh
Is say it yourself with a
tefephon• col/1

shortly,

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
items must be signed but
name will be ommitted from I
publication if requested.
Mr. R. P. Westpheling,
The Editor,
Fulton County News,
Kentucky, U. S. A.

Yours sincevly,
H. Henry.
203 Iowa St
Paducah. Ky.
The Fulton News
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Sirs,

Dear Sir,
ANGLO-AFERICON PEN CLUB
May I introduce myself?
.1 am a Scot,(hometown—Edinburg) now a Civil Servant in
London. During the war I was a
radio operator .in the British
Merchant Navy and I visited
America many limes. I was always impressed by the kindness
and: hospitality shown to the
"Limeys': like myself who were
thrown up on your shores by the
war.
I now have a lot of spare time
and so as a hobby, I have started
the above Club to enable children and teenagers in America
and Britain to get to know each
other better, exchange ideas,
magazines, etc.
I already have a long list of
young Britons who are eager to
make pen friends in America but
my difficulty le putting them in
touch with young Americans of
similar interests. I am, therefore,
taking the liberty of writing to
you in the hope that you will
bring the Club to the attention of
your readers.
I am sure you will agree that
only good can come from such a
flow of correspondence across the
Atlantic and, if any of your readers are interested would you
please advise them to write to:—

I was very interested to read
the Paducah Sun-Democrat
that you plan' an edition on the
history of Fulton, its businesses,
etc. Please put my .name on the
list to receive a copy. I will be

What a wonderful Valentine for someone far away—the
sound of your voice reaching warmly across the
On special days ... on any day ... a Long Distance call
Is the best and easiest way to keep in touch! Rates are
extra low if you call after six P.M. or anytime on Sundays. And it's cheaper than ever when you call Stationto-Station. For faster service, always call by number!

in

looking forward to receiving it.
My mother's step-father, Mr.
Zoo Walston, who was originally

from Beelertbn, has told me many
Interesting stories which happened When he owned a livery stable
in Fulton on the corner where
Smith's Cafe now stands. For in-_
stance—the time someone rented
a horse and buggy and didn't return it. A week later, he was notified by the Murray sheriff that his
buggy had been recovered there.
He rode a train to Paducah,
changed trains, and went on to
Murray. There, he gat his buggy
and drove it home, stopping at
Lynn Grove, Lynnville, Tr -City
and Dukedom, dropping off the
merchandise found in his buggy
that had been stolen at general
stores along the way. The thief,
caught in Murray, admitted the
whole thing. This took place close
to the turn of the century.
I am a former resident of Fulton—the daughter of Herman and
Wilma Peak (my name is Berta),
former residents who now live in
Mt. Vernon, Ill. My father is a
switchman on the I. C. at Bluford,
Ill. I graduated from Fulton High

• •

3.

E. Fou

•

THE LAST MILE--is the
longest. It certainly must
seem like that to the lady
\,\
of the house when the
\I\ ‘
7
phone's been ringing :ill
3 day and she's been on the
run to answer it. What
she really needs is the convenience of extension
phones in arm's reach—in
her bedthom ... her kitchen ... or the basement, perhaps. They'd be handy for other members of her family
too—Dad and the teenagers. And, something else—those
lovely colors! Soft pastels and bright cheery hues. We'll
be glad to help you bring the convenience and color of
extension phones to your home if you'll just give us a ring.
i

A

•

•

•

LIKE MUSICALS? In addition to more new exciting
science shows, to be sponsored by Southern Bell on television from time to time, a series of hour-long music
shows will be televised in color this spring. If you, your
family and friends like music, I'm sure you'll want to be
on the lookout for these delightful musical productions.
So watch for the dates and times to be .announced in your
local newspapers.

•

were guests of the Oliver Taylors
Sunday p. m.
The Third Quarterly Conference
met at Bethlehem Sunday night.
Bro. Mischke of Paris brought the
message at seven followed by the
business session refreshments
were served before closing.
Charles Singleton is home from
the hospital where he has been a
patient a few days.
Mr. Willie Crittenden is getting

•
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PROGRAM SCHEDl LE
Mr Sam Mathis is a patient
at Hillview hospital undergoing
CHANNEL 12
some treaunent for a sore throat.
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Late reports are that he Is responding nicely.
THURSDAY, FEBRUAltY 5
Mr. and Mrs. ?red McCoy Jr. 7 00 Breakfast
3 15 Secret Storm
and children Patti and Freddie U re eat K5,010,00 3 30 &die Might
I 45 News
4 00 Matinee
Ray Memphis, Tenn spent the 9
00 Love or Money 4 30 Cartoons
weekend here with parents Mr. 9 10 Oudfrey
4 60 Cru Rabbit
10 00 I Lose Luce
5 00 Rascals
and Mrs. 4 Clyde Johnson.
1030 Top Dollar
5 30 Sky King
6 00 Scoreboard
Mr. Joe Westbrook continues II 00 Love of LUG
II 30 Search
05 Weather
about the same. He is able to 11 45 titodIng Light 66 15
Edwards
If 00 CBS News
6 30 Plight
sit up only a portier of the time 13
06 News
/ 00 December Ade
'7 30 Derringer
Jerry aDonoho spent Saturday 13 20 Weather
30 World TUrns
5 00 Zane Ores
night with Leslie Limper and 12
1 OS Jimmy Drab
11 36 Plashouas 941
1 30 House Party
they attended the hall game.
10 00 Patti Page
2 00 HIS Payoff
10 30 0 Herirr
Mr. and Mrs. rail Mit:hell and • 10 Verdict
13 OC News
daughter Judy of Paducah. Ky. 3 00 Brighter Dal
vent Sunday here with parents
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fitelds.
Breakfast
00
3b so., of inght
Miss llargrette Bynum has re00 ('Pt Kangaroo
00 Matinee
covered from • seige of cold
45 News
4 30 Cartoon Caper*
00 Love or Money
SO Cru Rabbit
and sore throat she is able to
10 Oodfrier
00 Rascals
be out again...
1 00 1 Lose LUCY
30 Huckleber17
Dollar
00 Scoreboard
Rev Glenn Hickman filled his 1 30 Top
11 00 Lore of Life
05 Weather
regutar appointment at New Salem 11 30 Search
'IS Edwards
11 45 Guiding Light
- 20 Hit Parade
Baptist church the evening aer- 13
00 News
APO Rawhide
tve held at S p m. The BTU 13 20 Weather
011 Silvers
10 World Turns
'30 Adventure
mecca at 7-30 p n. with a fine 121 00
Dean Show
00 Lineup
enrollment
1 30 House Party
30 Person
Big Payoff
I nO Mike Hammer
Mrs
Eric Cunnineham con- 23 00
10 Verdict Yours I 10 African Patrol
tinuSe to improve ra °Mon County
00 NrIghter Day
11 00 Theatre
12 00 News
General Hospital where she Un- 3 15 Storm
• Went surgery 15 da)s ago.
SATI'llpAY, FEBRUARY 7
She will return to hei home in
10 Lone Ranter
s 00 Big Pirkure
Dresden
Tenn. for convalecent g 10 Cpt K•nenroo
00 Zorro
9 10 Mighty Mouse
30 North*
days

Ky. Achieves
Savings Bond Goal
Fulton County Charman for
Fulton County oatay announced
that the melee of Series E and H
Savings Bonds during December
amounted to $24 081 and that for
the year totalled $538,713. or
1038: of the goal of $319.1150
INN't.mber sales for Kentucky
amounted to $4307983,bringing
th-e cumulative saha to $82,879.753. or 108 81 of the annual goal
of 08,700.000.
John U Courtney, State Director. expressed the grateful appreetition of the U. S. Treasury Department to all Volanteers. News
Media, and Issuing Agents toe
the outstanding mannei
which
the 1958 goal was.

en

LEBANON BATTLES
Three battles were fought at
Lebanon during the Civil War.
read the rlasAitied Ada
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BURNETTE
TRACTOR Co.

3 30 Edge of Night

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 10 HS Breakfast
9 00 Kangaroo
9 44 New'
Sc
5 151 P'sst
9 30 tiodfrey
10 011 I Love Lacy.
10 10 Top Dollar
11 aei Lose of Life
II 10 Search
II 45 Guiding Light
13 00 News
12 20 Weather
111:30 World Turns
1 00 Jimmy Dean
t 30 House Party
2 On Pie Payoff
30.YerdIct
3 00 Priehter Day
3 11 Secret Storm

3..10 edge of Night
4 no matinee
4 30.,Cartoon Caper*
400 Cm u Rabbit
500 Woodpecker
5 30 Jeff's Collie
6 00 Scoreboard
• OS Weather
'
$ 15 CBS News
$ to }hots & Saddle
7 on ol•stcry
!0 Tell the Truth
▪
Oodfres
10 Red Skelton
9 00 (Tarry Moore
10 00 V 8 Marshall
*010 Theatrit
12 00 News

Phone 169

read the Classified Ads

TOP (OVERAGE OF WEST KENTUCKY

NEWS and SPORTS

the
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Home-Delivered Daily and Sunday
rig FULTON

ONLY 35c A WEEK
thr pauraIl Sitn:Dtmorrat
Call 198 — Eddie Erickson, Agt.

,ion

—in

pernily

lose

The Whitnel Funeral Home
OFFERS

' of

ing.

OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE
Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
have always met any competitors' prices in this area.

ing
etc-

'SIC

OUT

he
ins.

ULU

CADILLAL, AMBULANCE SERVICE
We have two Cadillac ambulances—both sir-conditioned and
oeygen-equipped -ready to go, day or night, And it costa no
more to use this service.

PHONE 88

Paducah, Kentucky

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Hickman and Water Valley, he awards await the winners
in the
said.
competition, approved by the Na.
The new store will occupy the tional Assn. of Secondary School
entire building, he said, now un- 'principals. The subject for the
dergoing the finishing touches of essay in 1959, the chairman said,
a renovation project. He will em- is "Citizenship—A Process of
ploy "five or six men", h said.
Gradual Achievement."
SENIORS IN CONTEST

STARLITE Drive-In

A number of high school seniors
Faltoa-Uaion City highway
of Obion County are already at
work on essays to be entered in
SAT-SUN., FEB. 14-15
the annual contest sponsored by
(Starts at 7:00 and 9:10)
the Union City Civitan Club,
DESIGNING WOMAN
Loca 1, district and national Gregory
Peck,
Lauren Bacall

Water Valley
Man Becomes Dealer
In Union City

I OPEN I
FRI.-SAT
Sum

OR PHEUM

Adm.
15 — 50c

TELEPHONE 22

Starts Friday -- Then Sat. and Sun.
Here's Science-Fiction At It's Very Best!

Not For The Weak-Hearted!

FROM TOWERING WILD ADVENTURE...
TO THE DEPTHS OF HELLISH HORROR!

NIGHT
OF THE

BLOOD
1 0
BE26:11

Batteries

3.35 Edge of Night
00 Sfelakflat
400 Matinee
• 00 K11011111•00
4 30 Cartoon Capers
g 45 News
4541 CM. Rabbit
9 00 Playhouse
100 Littler Rascals
I 30 Oodfree
10 Cisco Kid
10 00 1 Love LUCY
00 Scoreboard
10 10 Top Dollar
6 05 Weather
11 00 love of Life
6 IS (-BS News
11 10 Search
6 10 Sea Hunt
11 45 Oulding Light
7 00 Keen Talking
12 00 News
30 Trackdown
12 20 Weather
12 30 World Turns
S 00 Millionaire
1 00 Jimmy Dean
5 30 (1,4 a Secret
1 10 House Party
9 00 Circle Theatre
2 00 Mg Payoff
10 00 Hold VrntUre
10 10 Theatre
5 30 Verdict
3 -00 Brighter Day
1200 News
3 15 Secret Storm

as tress as la Shat
attnater.
tetanal'.
Oat s Pros dassieseirseato
WOG Way
Item lis smItha

E. Fourth

CHANNEL 6
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The activities cif the Fulton by rabid animals with 9
animals
County Health Department for quarantined; 29 dog immuniz
a1958 has been released by the tion clinics held with
6 15 Sign On
4 00 (lane Autry
348 dogs
6 10 Classroom
-e 110 Popes*
Fulton office as follows:
being
immuniz
ed; 12 public health
7 00 Today
II 30 News
Number immunized-872 Diph- nuisances found with
5 110 Dough Re 511
6 35 Weather
10 being
11 30 Treasure Hunt 5 40 Sports
theria, whooping cough and te- abated; 150 laboratory
10 00 Price is Right
specimins
5 45 NBC NOM,
tanus,
1256
Polio
(childre
n up taken; 154 water samples taken;
10 30 Concentration
$00 This Is Alice
11 00 Tic Tac Dough 0 30 Proples Chain
through 19 and prenatals), 287 498 milk samples taken;
4 plans
II 30 could Be You
7 00 Whirlybirds
smallpo
x, 2380 typhoid, 84 tither received aad stibmitted;
II 00 News
7 10 It could be You
12 15 Pastor Speaks
immuniz
II 00 Closed Doers
ations and tests.
104 pemits, certificates deliver12 30 Digest
$ 30 Ernie Pord
I 00 Consequences
221 blood testa made; 916 g- ed; 41> conferences
9 00 13.t Your Life
with city,
1 30 Resets Bagels 5 30 Masquerade
rayed
by
Mobile
Unit, including county' officials, managers or
2 00 Dr Malone
10 00 Legend
those
under
2 30 These Roots
40 and contacts of operators, personnel of
10 10 News
state
1.00 Queen Day
10 41 Jack Parr
cases; 13 tuberculin tests Oven; agencies; 1 court case
3 30 County Pair
held.
12 00 Ellen Off
235 office and field visits of T. B.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6
cases, contacts and suspects; maternity service: 316 visits to post
II 15 Sign On
00 Hand Arts
6 30 Classroom
natal and prenatals and midwives;
25 Dance Party
1 00 Today
25 ?Um
1445 visits to children under 5;
9 00 Doug Re Mi
30 News
9 30 Treasure Runt
1876 children inspected; 827 hear35 Weather
10 00 Price Right
40 Spurts
ing tests made; 2440 vision tests
10 30 Concentration
45 NBC News
II 00 Tie Tar Do
00 Highway Patrol given; 237 visits to school.
II 30 Could Be You
:30 N Passage
12 00 News
49 health talks to children with
Warren Johnson of Water Val00 Cheri- Queen
12 IS Pastor Speaks-'- 00 M-Squacl
1653 in attendance in the various ley, owner and manager of the
13 30 Pageant
30 Thin Man
groups; 250 dental examinations Water Valley Implement Co., an1 00 Truth or Con.
00 Car of Sports
1 30 Haggis Haggis
45 Bowling
made; 201 over five receiving cor- nounced today he has been grant2 00 Dr Malone
1 00 Theatre
rection with 316 corrections made; ed the Allis-Chalmers implement
2 30 These Rona
I 30 News
3 00 Queen
1 45 Jack Parr
1452 dental inspections made; 64 franchise for Union City dnd will
3 30 County Pair
1 00 awn Off
visits for cancer, heart, other open a retail outlet in Union City
SATURDAY; FEBRUARY 7
chronic diseases; 4 cancer talks immediately.
given with 48 in attendance; 44
930 SIgn On
11'00 Bowling
The new store will be in the
45 Cartoons
4:30 C Performable, field and office visits to Crippled Nailling
building at Lee and De9 00 Howdy Doody
5.00 Popes.
children
's service;
9 30 Ruff & Reddll
pot, across from the Rainbow
cao Jet Jackson
10 00 Pun'
0.00 Jungle Jim
18 referrals to Chippled Chil- cleaners, he said. Mr. Johnson said
10 30 Orem Boy
6 30 People rams
II 00 T11141 Story
dren Commission Clinic at Padu- equipment is being moved in and
7 00 Como
11.30 Detective
$ 00 Mar k Saddle
10 00 Heckle, Jeckle
00 Wyatt Karp
cah, with 16 referrals completed; the staff being assembled.
12 00 Mr Wiaard
I 30 Cimarron City
10 10 Robin Hood
10 Wanted
12 25 News
1 child referred to Cripple ChilMr. Johnson, who will continue
0300 A'. Man
11 00 !Ur,
00 (isle Storm
12 30 Shoyrtime
10 00 Welt
II 10 Au,tion
10 Have Oun
dren's Hospital in Louisville; 10 to make his home in Water Valley,
I 30 Sports
11 00 Wrestling
250 Bowling
Oo out.smoke
visits to mentally ill, with one said Ray Moultrie of Union City
2 00 Basketball
1 011 Sten Off
13 45 Hockey Pre
30 New York ('oaf
3 .10 Racine
commitment; G e n.e r a 1 Public will have charge pf the Union
100 Ice Hockey
1 00 Welt
Theatre
1 100
Health Activities: 13 dist. and City operation.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8
106 C Performance 12 30 News
State meetings attended, 94 other
"We have sold farm equipment
io
00 Sign On
COO Meet Press
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8
meetings attended, 53 f i r ms to many farmers in the Obion
10 IS Christian Sd.
II 30 Huntley
;.,
10 30 Herald Truth
shown, 24 newspaper articles.
5 00 Saber London
Lake-Dyer county areas during
$ no The Answer
10 Sehind News
11 00 Church
S 3S Bregman
9 30 The Life
Oa 0 Z Col Bowl
Sanitation: 25 inspections for the past several years," Mr. John11 30 The Life
7 00 Steve Allen
00 Least,
341 Amateur Hour
12 -00 Penh
,5 00 Chevy Show
water; 102 inspections or sewage; son said. "Our store in Union
9 30 Look UV
00 Small World
13 30 Protitiors of P. 9 00 Loretta Young
10 00 Lye on N W.
141 inspections for milk; 259 in- City will make it much easier and
30 20th Centure
1 00 Wisdom
9 30 Boston RM.
.30 Camera vow.
10
00 Lamle
1 30 PI, Baske,b•Il 10 00 News
spections for food places; 82 in- more convenient to supply our
10 25 cleft News
30 Bach lather
3 30 Ask Weshington10 15 1.11::ion I Movie
spections of slaughter places, customers with the service they
II 00 carstopber•
as sa Sullivan
4 00 Omnibus
12 Oh Sign Off
it 30 Mari to Man
00 0 1 Theatre
motels, hotels, hospitals and nurs- require."
30 Hitchcock
11 45 Ind on Parade
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9
Mr. Johnson went into the iming homes, school buildings, swim00 R Diamond
12 00,1•11m
10 What s my Line
12 10 Matinee
6 lb Sign On
ming pools, etc.; 20 connections to plement business 12 years ago in
4 00 Roy Rome
3 00 The Last Word 1 00 Sunday mews
6 30 Classroom
5 00 Popes*
community water supply; 20 con- Water Valley. Six years ago he
3 10 World of Ideas 1 15 Theatre
7 00 Today
5 30 News
3 00 Pace Nation
I 00 News
9 00 Lkrush Re 1111
nections to community sewage opened a second store in May5 35 Weather
9 30 Treasure Hunt 5 40 Sports
supply; 7 new. septic tanks in- field. The Union. Citx.outlel will
10 00 Price is Right
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 9
5 45 NBC News
10 30 Concentration
41 00 Bengal Lancers stalled; 1 privy repaired and 9 be the third retail store in his
11 00 TIc Tee Do
$.30 Buckskin
00 Breakfast
00 Matinee
eliminated; 141 visits for rodent business. He also is a partner in
II
30
Could
be
'700
You
Restless Oun
K•ngoroo
00
30 Cartoon eaters
control; 243 building trei.ted for food processing plants in both
12 00 News
'7 30 Wells Fargo
45 News
SO Cru Rabbit
12 15 Pastor Speaks
00 Peter Ounn
110 Pls. hose
00 BIll Hirkok
rat
proofed;
12
30
The
Answer.
30 20 Men
VO Oodfrey
30 Paths,
1 00 Truth or Con.
00 Arthur Murray
1 DO I Love Lucy
80 Scoreboard
1443. places batted for control
Complete Line
1
30
Haggis
Bagels
30 Code 3
1 10 Top Dollar
OS Weather .
of rats and mice; 6 visits for
2 30 Dr Malone
1 041 Steve canvas
15 MS News
Ii 00 lose of Life
3
Them
30
Roots
1
30
News
30 Name Tune
11 10 Search
rabies control; 5 persons bitten Hearing Aid
3 00 Queen
I 45 Jack Parr
00 The Texan
11 47 folding Light
3 TO County Pair
1 00 elan Off
Per all make.; of hasring algal
30 rather Knows
12 ce News
00 Denny Thomas
12 20 Weather
Visit our Hearing Aid DepartMr. and Mrs Garrett Brundige
30 Ann Southern
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
13 30 World Turns
MIA at your first opportunio.
from
100 Jimmy Dean
00 Raiders
Nashvill
e
spent
the
weekend
6
15
Etisrt,„On
4 00 Gene Autry
I 10 House Party
'0 Rescue
with their parents Mr. and Mrs.
6 30 Cigiuroom
5 00 Pope,.
1 00 State Trooper
3 00 Me Payoff
1.141 today
CO,
5 30 News
Irvin ,Brudige and Mr. and Mrs.
1 .30 Lawman
2 10 Verdict
9 00 Dough Re MI
5'35
Weather
ale Lake Street
3 00 }Wetter Dar
II 00 Theistr•
rhone 7I1
9 30 Treasure Hunt
Walter Damron
5 40 Sports
3 15 Secret Storm
12 30 News

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 11

40.•

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Activities Of Fulton County
Health Department Released

CITY DRUG

No.1 Farm
Cha
in Saw
as low as .

4-0
•ftwia

3

•101011B1

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

408 EDDINGS STREET

10 00 Pile Is Right
10 30 Concentration
11 00 Tic Tat Do
11 30 Could be You
if 00 NtIllb
13 5 Pastor Speaks
12 30 R. ir D. 6
L 00 Truth or Con.
1 30 Haggis Bagels
2 00 Dr Malone
2 30 These Roots
3 00 Queen
3 30 County Pair

5 45 NBC News
6 00 Union Pacing,
6 30 Dragnet
1 00 &Idle Puiher
II 00 Burns
I .to Hob Cummings
• 00 Californians
9 30 Patti i.e.*
10 00 Man—No Oun
10 30 News.
10 45 Jack Parr
12 00 Sign Off

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11
II IS Sign On
30 Classroom
7 00 Today
9 00 Dough Re MI
9 30 Treasure Hunt
10:00 Price Is Right
10 30 Concentration.
11 OD Tie Tar Do
11 30 Could be You
11 00 News' .
12 -5 Pastor Speaks
13.30 Homemakers
1 00 Truth or Con
130 Haggis SUSI/
2 00 Dr. Malone
5:30 These Hoots
3:00 Queen
10 45 Jack Parr

3:30 County Pair
4 00 Roy Rogers
5 00 Possege
5 30 News
5 35 Weather
5 40 Sparta
'5 45 NBC Newi •
6 Du Texas Rant/erg
6'30 Weston Train
'7 30 Mr. Linco,n
$ 00 Milton Berle
g 30 Sat Masterson
9 00 Your Life
II 30. eat Boone
10 00 how to Marry
10 30 News
10 45 Jack Parr
12-00 Sign Off

"NIGHT Of THE BLOOD BEAST": STARRING
"SHE GODS OF SHARK REEF": STARRING
M.chael Emmet • Angels Greene • John Baer
Don Durant • lisa Montan • Bill
Cord
AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
AN AMERICAN • INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Plus

Color

Cartoon "HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY”

No more waiting for hot water to
'catch-up' with an

ELECTRIC
WATER
HEATER

• CHESTNUT GLADE

• Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •

The
ball teams Met the
13ee I ei toil teams on the local
court la.kt Tuesday night. The
local teams were fortunate to win
both games. Due to the bad weather the game with Greenfield on
Thursday was ^anct lied. The game
at Sharon Friday night was won
by the Chestnut Glade teams.
We were very o)ri-i- to learn
that LIAnda Hathcott suffered a
fractured knee in the game at
Sharon and Is 9patient at the
Fulton Hospital.
Best wishes to Charles Walls
who Is a patient in the Western
State Baptist Hospital in Paducah following surgery on his leg.
We are glad to report Billie
Copeland able to be back in
school after being absent last
week due .te a very sore throat.
Mrs Opal Pounds and Hoyt
Vaughan are visiting Mr and
Mrs Van Brann in Memphis.
Mr'. Darrel Wright is visiting
friends in Forrest City. Aialemehla
week
while Div-rel is working
there
Cilad to report Mrs. Mart Reed
dismissed
after being a patient
In the Fulton Hospital all la.st
week Also that Roy Nix is improving
after
being shut-in all
of last week.
Mrs Paul Howard is a patient
at the Hillvtew Hospital

•

With Our new water heating plan, you never have
tO wait for-an electric water heater to "catch-up"
with your washer — never have to wait for hot
water for may need.

Electric water heating now provides even more
hot water at our low rate . .. faster recovery . ..
plus the safest, cleanest, most trouble-free service.

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

*uumir
2c a bath is all you pay
to heat water the safe,
clean, electric way. This
is the average cost with
our low rate.

Now Is the thus to buy an ELECTRIC wafer !motor. Soo your dealer or
piember. Or ask us how the sapply of hot wafer from your present electric
water heater can be locreased at small cost withoet beyiag a imw *so.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

•

e
_.
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

The News reports your - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

HOSPITAL NEWS

Women Attend
Farm, Home Week

idiley Honored
BrW
A ra.
Mt

al Shower

-a

Mrs. Robert Rogers of Fulton
The following were patients in and Mrs Erinoti Workman ot CayNine Fulton County homemakthe local hospitals Wednesday ce honored Mrs. Charles Wiley
ers, including Mrs. W. D Mcmorning. February 11.
with a bridal shower at West BapLeod, Home Demonstration Agent,
tist Church recently at Hicknn
were in Lexington last week atJones Hospital:
tending the annual Farm and
W. A. Beard, Walter Wood, Mrs. Games s'ere played and prizes Home Week sessions.
Annie Guthrie. Joe Baxees, Sam awarded to Mesdames Robert L.
They were Mesdames E. E.
Elliston, Mrs. S. M. Croft, Mrs. Hughes, Bill Lusk and Doyle RobEzell, county delegate, W. B. MilRalph Smith. Mrs. Raymond Phil- erts.
Jack Allen, Jack Graham,,
lips, Frieda Yates, all of Fulton:
Winter bouquets and streamers berg.
Harry Newton, &nest Jenkins,
Mrs. E. B. Grissom, Mayfield;
Wayne Yates and Miss Alice
Jesse Mess, Water Valley, Mrs.
Ray Jones, Columbus; Mrs. Harry Oliver in Dresden and Mr. and Sowell.
Mrs. Audrey Alderdice in PalFrields, Martin.
mersville Sunday afternoon.
Sand&Ws. were used in decorations. .
qo
ifillview Hospktai:
Mrs.. Guy Finch
.
,
and
'list this week. We hope for her wiches. cookies potato chine
Lawrence Yates, Larkin Mc- a ,peedy rocovery
Cckes %ere served to 27 persons
Alister, Billy Clark. David C.
West, Mrs. Floyd McMillin, Mrs.
-Bernice Long, Mary Kate Pewitt,
Mrs. Paul Howard, Debra Cavington, Delores Fulcher, J. B. Kirby,
Holmes Mitchell. all of Fulton;
Tom Work, Dukedom; Cloyce
'Veatch. Crutch filed; Charles
Vaughan. Water Valley; Clarence
Disque, Fancy Farm; Mrs. William
Campbell, Paducah; Mrs. Elbert
Clark, Clinton; Mrs. Lloyd Eason,
Plymouth, Mich.; Tommy Miller,
Hickman.

Mrs. Paul Westpheling is in ployes.
Each visitor was given a_"key
Louisville this week in connection
to a small
with her work with the Combs- to the city" attached names of
booklet, containing the
Wyatt campaign.
the city officials.
- The Annie Armstrong Circle-o4 - Flowers for open house-- were
ihe First Baptist Church had its sent from Ruth Scott, Killebrew s,
regular meeting and a pot-luck Ma and Fay's, Fulton Bank, Ful;upper Monday evening at the ton Daily Leader, Cy Edwards,
home of Mrs. Frances Jones at Atkins Inc. Co., and Highlands
6:30.
Lumber Co.
Mrs. Leland Adams, who preMrs. Patsy Byassee and young
sided in the. absence of Mrs. Jami- son, who have been living in Alson, asked the blessing.
ton, Ill., have returned to Fulton
Following the supper the meet- to make their home.
was
Watchword
The
ing was held.
The FAtton City Chapter No. 41
repeated in unison and Mrs. Pete
Green led in prayer. Mrs. J. D. of the Eastern Star met Tuesday
Simpson, secretary, called the night at 7:30 at the Masonic
'I have ail the miseries of a cold today-my iiitifetatces
roll, which was answered by Temple.
home with one!"
scripture verses. The minutes
"wait Hospital:
Founder's Day will be observed
were read and approved. Old and
their
at
by Terry-Norman P-TA
W. J. Nichols, Charlene Pulley,
new business was discussed.
meeting Thursday (today) at 2.30
Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, 'Mrs. Guy
Mrs. W. A. Jones gave the pro- p. m. at the school. Mrs._ Clyde
Gingles, Mrs. Buen Yates. Mrs.
gram, using the scripture, St. Williams, Jr., will be program
James Vaughan, Mts. Daisy
John 6th chapter 3-13, "Giving to leader. The executive committee
Champion, Mrs. William Boone
Jesus". The meeting was closed will meet at 10:30 Thursday
Judy Harrison
Mrs. J. T Travis, Mrs.
By
_Cannon,
Simpson.
Mrs.
by
with prayer
morning at the home of the presiJohn Thompson, Linda Hathcock,
M. B. Brown, Thomas Ethridge,
A Variety of Valentine
Mrs. Van Latta and Mrs. Bob dent, Mrs. Robert Burrow.
Well, at last I'm" back to civili- at all.
Earle and Mrs. John Earle.
Vowell were hostesses at a'dessert
I wonder at times if the present John
and Mrs. M. A. Reed cele- zation again, after spending a
Mr.
Cards Desianed To
bridge-canasta party on Friday brated their fifteith wedding an- week In the hospital. It is nice teachers don't get pretty pros eked all .of Fulton; Mrs. Wilson OutFaulkes,
Ethna
Mrs.
Wingo;
land,
Mrs.
of
home
the
evening at
Ezprem Your Feelings . .
iversary on Sunday afternoon, to be up and going even thoagh at us, as we do them, but I supVowell honoring two popular anuare 25, at their home on it is school you have to come back pose that it all comes natural Union City. Tenn.; Debbie GrisRobert
Dukedom;
Winstead,
Billy
brides-elect, both of whom will be. Martin, Route 3 from 1:30 to 3:30 to. • I have been missing out on after having the students four
Signed or unsigned, our roBone, Wingo; Lewis Hornsby,
married on Feb. 14. Miss Jane o'clock.
the news around high school, hut years. We just get tired of one
matie gallery of Valentine
Darnell,
Mrs.
Forrest
Hickman;
Austin is the bride-elect of Joe
brought
another, but we just couldn't au
Flowers were arranged solira of my good friends
cards will convey your exact
HickTom
Holland,
Dukedom;
Pat Burton and Miss Iola Stroud throughout the reception rooms, me up to date.
ithout them, and they couldn't
feeling to every woman in
man.
is the bride-elect of Leon Rice.
get along without us.
some being sent by thoughtful
your life! Choose from our
someone
day
other
the
Just
High" score bridge prize was friends. A beautiful arrangement
assortment of tradiwhte
the
and
visit
a
pro
as
me
you
lo my last column,
won by Mrs. Dawson Huddleston of yellow gladioli on the living came in to pay
tional or modern cwts.was,
teenhears',
I
niany
thing
revealed
I
oably
read,
first
5
was
ROUTE
the
in
•
FULTON
canasta
score
and high
room mantel was reflected
s
you're really going to be aurpris- age secrets at F: H. S. If in any
1111gs. Brooks Oliver •
awarded Mrs. Billy Hagan.
large mirror above. Yellow rose'
sc,;;ool way I said anything to offend the
to
back
get
you
when
ed
The guest list included-the buds ia a gold bell vase, a wed69c
teachers have students, may I offer my fullest
29c Pkg. of 50
Box of 25
honoree, Mrs. Wales Austin, Mrs. ding emblem, was on lop of the and see that all the
Mrs. Will McDade ieturned
quit and we have new ones." I was aPology.
T. D. Boaz, Mrs. L. P. Carney, television.
29c
Cards
Jumbo
home from the hospital last week
39c 21
Box of 24
amazed and \didn't believe what
Coach, what would we de if it and is improving nicely - Mrs.
Miss Wanda Holland, Mrs. Curtis
Mrs. Reed was becomingly atherrephrased
she
last
At
10c (Envelopes included with
weren't for Roger? He is really
Pkg. of 11
Hancock, Mrs. Billy Hagan, Mrs. tired in a navy crepe dress and I heard.
that we did coming up fast, isn't he? It won't Ocie Yates is improving and Mr.
Bill Fenwick, Mrs. Leon Mann, wore an orchid corsage. Mr. Reed self and explained
to
is
expecting
Parrish
Frank
all cards).
39c
that
Box of 32
be long, if he keeps going like he -k
Mrs. Jerre Warren, Mrs. Dawson ware a navy blue suit with a yel- have some new teachers,
e.e home this week, however he
-lciom
handsome,
and
pretty
young,
were
on
top
right
be
sitting
hr
he'll
Burthat
Huddleston and Miss Beverly
low rose boutonniere.
training, and the present tasch- of the state. I know that it is is not feeling as well as he would
gess.
INDIVIDUAL CARPS
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Reed,
hadn't really quit their jobs, rni:istly left up to the player
ers
•
Sara and Martin Reed of Nashand
Perry
baby
James
Mrs.
The Music Department of the
whether or not he wants to he a
ville, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Reed,
5 - 10 - 15 - 25 - and 35t
Woman's Club met Tuesday night Betty Gay and David of near Mar- carried out the theme, "Carnival star, but a lot is due .to the kind daughter came home Friday afternoon.
at 7:30 at the club home.
has
he
and
coaching
the
at
training
of
night
Thursday
Douglas
Mrs.
Colors",
of
and
tin,' and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wauer rermenter
banquet had and you have really done a
A large crowd was present at Brummittee, Peggy and Eddie annual Blue and Gold
of Pack fine job with him. -Congratula- spent the week-end with Mrs.
the box supper held at the South Brurnmittee of Martin participat- staged by the Cub Scouts
Freddie Fowles and Joey.
it was, too, tions!
YES! WE HAVE VALENTINE DAY
Fulton School Tuesday night. ed in the happy Golden Wedding 40. A colorful affair
Mr. and Mrs. James Haygood
the
featuring
and
decorations
parents
with
their
of
celebration
was
TV
Jackson
Cousin TurfY of
with
my
up
get
caught
can
I
If
invited Mrs. Wes Jones.- Mrs.
various holidays of the year addthe guest entertainer following grandparents.
school work, I would like to get
In the center of the dining room ing to the traditional Cub Scout a short life's story on each mem- Brooks Oliver, Mrs. John Colley
the supper. All proceeds go to the
and Charles to go to Paducah
table, covered in white satin and blue and gold.
Heart Fund.
ber of the faculty and let that be Saturday. We visited Mr. Charles
overlaid with gold net, was a silnext
151pcolumn
my
First
of
the theme of
Fellowship Hall
Wall at the hospital during the
Approximately 600 local citizens ver candelabrum holding five yelpist Church was the scene of the *week. I' know that you will be morning and shopped that after. ittended the open house at the low candles. At one end of the
attended by over 300 ir.terested to know exactly how noon. An enjoyable day was had
:ity Hall Sunday afternoon be- table was a three tiered cake dec- occasion,
parents, leaders, and'guests. and where they took their train- by all.
ween 1:30 and 5:30 and toured Orated in yellow and white with Cubs,
delicious meal was served at ing.
Mrs. Guy Finch spent Wednestie first floor to see all the many a miniature bride and groom and A
7 p. m.
In closing, may I leave this one day. with Mrs. Ruth Finch.
improvements made. Everybody the number fifty on top.
Highlighting the evening's pro- thought with you that was told to
Mrs. Lula Colley visited Mr.
attending was proud to see-all the
The - three granddaughters,
work and modernization done at Peggy Brummittee in a brown gram was a presentation of the me a few years ago, "Always re- and Mrs. Walter Davis Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley and
the local headquarters of the city wool chemise dress, Gay Reed in International Scout Jubilee held member that love is like a light
two that you turn off and sin, always children visited Mr. and Mrs. V.
administration.
blue velveteen and Sarah Reed ip England last summer, by
On hand to greet the visitors wearing black velvet alternated Eagle Scouts of Martin, and the Gdcl.'s sweet light and you'll never
Sunday were Mayor and Mrs. in serving yellow punch and cake awarding of achievement badges walk alone."
to the Cubs. This was done with
Nelson Tripp, Chief of Police Rex and presiding at the register.
Ruddle, Fire Chief Nemo WilNinety-nine guests registered slides and talks by the boys.
liams, City Clerk Martha Smith during the afternoon and left
C. D. Stanley and Johnny Jones
and her assistants, Mrs. Jerry wishing for Mr. and Mrs. Reed
returned home after spendhave
Hawks and Mrs. Orian Winstead, many more happy years together.
ing several days in Corpus Christi,
members of the police and fire
their brother and
The twelve months of the year Texas viVting
departments and other city emSarah Ann Dacu,
Feb. 13
uncle, Jerry Jones, who was seriRussell, Feb. 14: W. B
ously injured in an automobile
accident recently. They were ac- Hamblin, C. P.. Bruce, Joe WoodADVANCE SPRING SALE
companied home by Mrs. Sam side, Thomas Richard Maddox Jr
Jones, who has been attending Mrs. Emma Hawks, Mrs. Char1e,
ON CARRY OVER MERCHANDISE
the bedside of her son since his R. Brown, Cecil Edward Wolaccident.
berton. Jr. Feb: 15: Bill Holland,
GIRLS'
GIRLS'
Mrs. Willie Norma, Feb. 16:
Hardy
Mrs.
Herbert
and
Mr.
COAT and
DRESSES
Marilyn Cash, Shirley Holm's,
Anderand Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. J. N. Wooten, Mrs. Ray GraBONNET SETS
son of Union City visited with ham, Mrs.
Hornbeak. LawSizes
Miss Mary Kate Pewitt at. Hill- son Yates, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford:
Sizes 9, 12, 18, 24 mo.
$1.00 to $3.00
1 to 3
view Hospital on Sunday after- Vic Voegeli, Wilmon Boyd. Feb.
$5.00
Regular $8.95
noon of last week. Miss Pewitt, 17: Leroy Sawyer, Helen King.
Sizes
who fell and fractured her knee Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt, Feb: 18.
Sizes 2, 3, 4, 4X
$1.00 to $6.00
3 to 6X
recently, is doing fine. She will R. L. Bonds. Mrs. C. H. McDanIn Wool
$8.00 have to be in the hospital for iel& Feb. 19: Mrs. Will Gayle,
Sizes
Regular $13.95
about another five weeks.
$2.00 to $6.00
7-14
Feb. 20: Donna Gale Patterson,
In Linen
Donald_ Kimbro, Mrs. W. .12._
Medium. wide and narrow brim genuine fur Pleated 'front, sipper lb,gissi is dark blue,
H.
Mrs.
William
Denr,
Smith,
$3 - $5
Bilidasm
$3.00 to $9.00 Reg. $5.95-$8.95
felt hats In tan. brown, gray or blue. Sizes brown, black, gray eallifelled. Navy. Pine blended
Colorado, has Arnved in Fulton Locke, Mrs. Nap Brigham. Mrs.
63, to 7 3/8. Rayon lined permanent creased fabrics in flannels, =Ming& Shea,* to 42
- GIRLS' SPRING
for a visit with her mother, Mrs. Claud !Shelby, Jimirriy Collins.
crowns.
RS
DUSTE
G. W. Dimmitt, and her sister,
HATS
Mrs. Hugh Pigue, and family
Sizes I to 6X, 7-14
read the Clauifted Ads
ReguLar
$1.-00 Regular
to $3.95
$3 - $4
$5.95 to $8.95

I

News Around Fulton High School

WITH LOVE

Ln

•

CANDIES-DECORATIONS

BALDRIDGE'S
5- 10 - 25c STORE

Happy Birthday

Bilir

Last Call

*MEN'S and BOYS' WEAR
*Clearance Sale!
MEN'S $4.95 HATS •

2 for $9.00

$3.88

PEN'S $2.98 SPORT SHIRTS

SUBTEEN
FAILLE DUSTERS
'egular
$10.00
$15.50

FINAL
CLOSE OUTS
on
WINTER ITEMS!
WINTER
COAT SETS
Toddlers, 3-6X
$5 to $15
Reg. to $25.00
Sizes 3 to 6X
Reg. to $26.95

$9 to $18

Sizes 7-14
Reg. to $28.95

$11 to $17

subteens
Reg. to $34.95

VINCENT'S....
extends to the Ladies of Fulton

ALL
CORDUROY
Items for Boys & Girls
% PRICE

JACKETS
$3 to $11

$18 & $19
BOYS'
ONE GROUP
WINTER CAPS
FLANNEL SUITS
Reg. Wizen
Sizes 2 to 6
$5 and $9 to $1.95
Reg. to $13.95
THE

their

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS

$1.00
Sporty patterned and solid color styles with
long sleeves. One and two pockets. Completely
washable and in sizes from 2 to 16.

MEN'S DRESS SHOES

store

brimming with new, nationally-advertised
Spring ladies ready-to-wear

2 for $3.00

$4.00 pr.

Regular $5.99-Black or Brown In loafers or
long sleeves, two-way sport and button down lace
up atyles---Sizes 6 to It.
collar. Sanforized broadcloth and poplin. Small,
medium, large . . . plaids, checks, stripes.

and also
to visit their

outstanding

Children's department

• NORTH SIDE OF SQUARE

YOUTH CENTER

Long sleeves, two-way collar, gingham and
combed cotton Sanforized shirts. Small, medium
and large. Bold, colorful patterns.

MEN'S $1.98 SPORT SHIRTS

ONE GROUP BOYS'
Sizes
3 & 14

2 for $5.00

and Fulton County an invitation
to visit

KEN'S $4.95 DRESS SLACKS

• MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

nut
o
ali
Stores
111
Jimic•JIMW.M11/._U•11•111.1•111M111111.

II Mil IIIMIC-INICA1111111

FULTON, KENTUCKY

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
•
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Local Postal
Employees Hurt Granddaughter
by
In Accident
Of Local Couple
Wins Contest

reek •
homemakV. D. Mction Agent,
t week atFarm and

A snowstorm, which started in
Western Kentucky Thursday
morning, spread rapidly across the
state Thursday night bringing icy
"Casa Mare" is the name of
roads and ceasing dozens of auto- Girl Scouts' newly acquired the
baymobile accidents.
•
shore property between Seabrook
Four persons were injured and the Houston Yacht
Club on
about 8:45 p. m. in an accident
near Lone Oak.
A U. S. Highway Post Office
truck crashed into the rear of a
*Stalled cattle truck belonging to
T. E. Vasseur, Paducah lfvestock
dealer.
The injured, all taken to Western Baptist Hospital, were:
, Hoyt Wells, Fulton, driver of
the truck—a broken leg, cuts and
bruises.
J. B. Kearby, Crutchfield, a
mail clerk, fractured foot and face
injuries.
Lloyd K. Green, Hickory, and ,
Morgan Adams, were also injured.
They also were mail clerks in the
postal truck.

nes E. E.
W. B. AmGraham,,
,t Jenkins.
4iss Alice

ans. Banddill* and
27 perwn124

Day Of Prayer To
Be Held Here
The World Day of Prayer, annual world-wide prayer observance, will be held locally at the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
on Friday, February 13, at 10:00

a. m.

Women from six local churches
will participate in the hour-long
Dedmon and Jane Peeples; standing, ('oach Richard Anderson,
Delores %% Atkins. Bonnie l'srey. Carolyn Brown. Nlary Jane CM*, program,' and an offering will be
Barri Grissom, Beane Gunter, Wanda Outland, Rosemary Out, taken for interdenominational
k missions.
Harbara Peeples and Alma Jean Green.
Photo Courtesy of U. ('. Messenger) I In attending this program, local
women will have the opportunity
of joining with Christians around
!and W000land boy teris turn i i
the world in a twenty-four hour
- I- a pretty fair game Monc1.1
pryer chain. The first prayer sernight, but held teams' scoring left
vice begins on the Tongo Islands,
something to be desired.
and continues westward with the
I South Fulton was again going
First Methodist Church, Paris, sun, with the service being closwithout the services of ailing A.
Tennessee, will be- host to the ed at the end of the day by the
M. Dycus, the team leader. It is
annual district meeting of the women on St. Lawrence Island,
itteresting to note that Kenn'.)
Paris District Woman's Society of Alaska.
iii .e played thus far in
urn..t.
Kenton The Hornbeak
,Harold Grissom of Fulton, a Christian Service on
talent
Thursday, Each year the service is preparwithcat
Emrich.
,
i
Louie
11
F
broi'e a season-long jinx M••i.:1.,y
Henry
Siegel e hployee, was February 19, it was announced to- ed by a different national group,
ankh.
'ibad
enter..
d
night in a quarterfinal game of
seriously injured Mor day afterand was written this year by a
theh °bum County •Basketbll
However, when these two learns noon at 2:45, when his station day.
committee of Egyptian women of
tout nament and downed Troy 36- meet in Thursday's smni-final wa.con was hit by :-.n Illinois CenRegistration for the meeting the Coptic Orthodix, Anglican,
25. During the regular season the game it is a go(..cl bet that both tral train at Martin. Tenn.
will be at 9:30 a. ni., and the and Evangelical churches,
roy girls had beat Hornbeak on Dycus and Emrich will oe in
session will continue until 2:00
The local observance is open to
He was first carried to the p. m. Lunch will be served by the
there.
bitti occasions.
.
the public, and everyone is invitWeakleY-Cfwinty__Husialtal--at-Mar- hosa--church-for-75c- Fier iibitte.
ed to attend
The Woodland boys held South tin,
Is the nightcap, the South FnIthen on to Campbell's Clifik
ton boys beat Woodland Mills 47.- Fulton's point pri-duetion
10 In Memphis, He Is suffering from
Mies Frances Major, a-missionpoints in the first quarter Wile.
30 in a basket-missing affair.
shock. possible brain concussion, ary in the Calcutta area of India,
Defensively, the Sevth Fulton they were Making 5.
fractured pelvis in three places. will be the featured speaker. She
and ,
two cracked rills on the left is now on furlough and itinerating
side. His ear was torn also through the districts 61 the MemThe eight district organizations
and he was badly bruised about phis' Conference. • Miss Major of the Woman's Society
of Chriscomes recommended as an intellithe' face
tian Services of the Memphis
gent and vivacious spealcer.
Methodist Conference will hold
Mr. GrCssom
enroute to
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell of Fulareenfiekl. Tenn . et the time ton. Paris District President, will their annual meetings Feb. 17-26.
Principal speaker at the sessions
of the accident
preside over the meeting, and rewill be Mist Frances Major. misMr Grissom was iriving a corn- ports of the year's activties will sionary
on furlough from India.
be heard from district officers
eany car*
The dates and meeting places,
and
presidents
of
local
societies.
Doctors -say that Mr Grissom
announced here. by Mrs. C. B.
nail...be all right. but will have to
Johnston, president of the conferremain in the hospital for at
ence Woman's -Society, are: Feb.
least four weeks.
17, Jackson District at Humbolcit;
Feb. 18. Lexington District at
MONEY REFUNDED /• /1\13 I
Milan; Feb. 19,, Paris District at
t
I i,tSlt)
The formal opening of the Fulton, Ky.; Feb. 20, Paducah Disti
The South Fulton High School
k
(huh
band grocery basket raffle has Harry Lee Waterfield Campaign trict at Mayfield, Ky.; Fete 23,
.;)
been retracted. All parents who Headquarters will be held Satur- Dyersburg District at Troy; Feb.
purchased tickets may have day, February 21, at the Watter- 24, Brownsville District at
have
((IAN TRIM WOCLOTTIII
their money refunded by contact- son and Sheraton-Seelback Hotels, Brownsville; Feb. 25, Memphis
CLAW( LOWS
ing the band director, between the Campaign Manager Joseph J. North.District at Madison Heights
Methodist Church in Memphis;
4111•,,..•-••
hours of.8 to 10 a. m., Feb. 16-20. Leary announced today.
and Feb. 26, Memphis South DisOne of the chief features of the trict, Calvary
Methodist Church,
The South Fulton men came formal headquarters opening will Memphis.
hack in the second frame and be a luncheon in the Sheratonwhile making only 12 points Seelbach Ballroom with - WaiterATTENDS CONFERENCE
thernselves held the Woodland field as speaker.
R. L. McNatt is in Nashville
men for a shutout and the halfLeary said that while the chief attending the micAinter confertime score was 22-5.
purpose of the headquarters open- ence of the American Legion.
From there on out it u as just ing is to permit dascussion of cama matter of time and ninny fans paign strategy with county chairleft the gymnasium before the men, all persons interested in
contest was finished.
Kentucky politics are cordially invited.
THE SOUTH FITTON GIRLS—The Devilettes, rated as the top
team in (Mon Fount, this year are pictured above: Seated, left
to right. Jo& Kaye Stinnett. Peggy ( ounce Joy Vincent, Nantv
Dame. Judy Green and Sugar Parr; second row, seated, Riau]
Pruiett. Shirley Brockwell. Guynell Payne. Carolyn Neeley, Patsy

69c
29c

South Fulton
Boys Win In
Tourney Monday

Harold Grissom
Injured When
Hit By Train

District Meeting
To Be Feb. 19

WSCS To Have
Annual Meeting

JUST ARRIVED!

Waierfield
Headquarters Open

. 4-

CICS

Ii blue.
ilended
12

Ipletely

P7ATON

Ina
(tear

continues from rage One
and the surrounding territory.
Soon
We close of World

THE DRAKE, Model C2219.
2l• overall diag. meas. 262 sq. in. rectangular
Walnut veneers and hardwood
solids, or Honduras Mahogany veneers and
hardwood solids Of Cherry veneers and hardwood
solids. Casters. 33' high, 334 wide, 18'i' deep.

EXTRA VALUE
FEATURES
• 111,000 volts of

LESS
SERVICE
HEADACHES

picture pos.er
• Two 4'• b' Speakers
• Sunshine Picture
Tube •
• Cinklens Picture
Chins
• Tone Control
• spotlite Dial
• Hight Front Top
Tuning
On/Off
•
Curit.01
. • Easy Out Picture
Class

NO PRODUCTION
SHORTCUTS • NO PRINTED
CIRCUITS In th•
HANDCRAFTED CHASSIS

TWO 4"x 6"
SPEAKERS

f

rem or

4-

ROPER TELEVISION
306 Main Street
Pe

TWO GREAT ACTION
H-I-T-S !
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Plus "Jerry's Diary"(Tom & Jerry Color Cartoon)!

7—DAYS STARTING SUNDAY!
All
THE
SY(
IN
TI4E
WORD
FOR
AIL

`4441111111E

MARIE'
ROSAAINID

WORtD
TO
EVN I 0
1 1t

RUSSELL
ON THE SCREEN I •

TECHNItAMAO

TECHNICOLOR°
Foga WARNER BROS

PLUS — LATEST NEWS EVENTS!

AI

ALF HORNBEAK—

f

with

James Enoch, 71, ,•etired farmer, died at 2 a. m. Tuesday at his
home near Wingo.
Funerpl services were held* at
2 p. m. Wednesday at Wingo naptist Church with the Rev. R. H.
Suthard officiating. Burial was in
Highland Park Cemetery at Veyfield.
Mr. Enoch is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Mabel Enoch, twa
daughters, Mrs. Charles McGuire,
Pryorsburg, and Mrs. R e e
Adams, Wingo; a brother, Ernest
Nnoch, Mayfield; three sisters,
Mrs. J. D.'Campbell, Wingo; Mrs.
Allie Petty, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Eva Hinkle, Washington; 11
grandchildren and three great
grandchildren. •
Betty Willey
Enoch Campbell of Fulton is a
Galveston Bay at Houston, Texas. nephew.
Selected from more than 100
CO-OP MEETING
entries in a countywide Girl
•
Scouts' name-the-property conA Southern States Co-op dintest, the name was originated by ner-meeting was held at the
Betty Jean Willey. She is the Terrace Room of the Park Terrace
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Tuesday night. Gene Brown is
Wiley,'former Fulton residents, local manager.
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and is president of Senior Troop
505.
The property is used
the
scouts for indoor and outdoor programming, such as development
of crafts and boating skill.
A landmark to bayshore fisherMen, the 43-year-old summer
home is located on 43 acres of
Waterfront property.
The girl.s, of the winning troop
journey to Casa Mare April
18 and 19 for an all-expense-paid
week end.
Miss Willey is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Willey
of Fulton.
*

• Expertly Pr•pared
• Washed
• Laboratory Tested
• Free Burning
• Easy to Fir.
An "honest value" coal that
assures honest- to- goodness
heat. Perfectly sized for
furnace, stove, stoker
ORDER TODAY!

Phone 307

CITY COAL CO•

•

TELEPHONE 51

War I, the Hornbeak Brothers
bought the old Joe Wade Furniture and Undertaking Company.
from E. C. Rice, which was located where the Graham Furniture
Co. is now. Both of these businesses were subsequently sold,
and for several years he engaged
primarily in farming. In 1944, he
and W. L. Holland opened the
Firestone Store in Fulton and he
operated that together with his
farming interests until his death.
In June of 1916, he was married
to Miss Lois Read, daughter of
the late Dr. I. H. and Mrs. Read
of Fulton.
For many years he has been a
member of the local Lodge No.
1142 B. P. 0., Elks. *
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at 3 at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel. The Rev. J.
L. Leggett officiated. Burial was
in Fairview Cemetery.
Besides his wife, he is survived
by three sisters, Mrs. Stella Yates
and Mrs. Elizabeth Mijner of Fulton and Mrs. Farrar Bushart, of
Hdrnbeak. Tenn.; one brother,
Paul Hornbeak of Fulton; five
nephews, Lawson H. Yates of
Nashville, Tenn., James H. Milner of the Virgin Islands, Charles
and Harry Bushell. Of Fulton, and
Dr. James H. Bushart of Lawton,
Oklahoma.

isews*W1,9

SUITS
for the Price of One

plus $1
Don't Miss This Wonderftil
Opportunity TO SAVE!
Hundreds of New Spring Suits
to Choose From

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
211 S. 6th Street

(Just off the Square)
Mayfield, Kentucky
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Elliott spent Sunday with Eltest. Cost-share rates range from
of the cost.
Copelen and family.
moors
•ROCK SPRINGS
B-8 Installing pipe lines and 900 to $4.20 per acre.
Mrs. Nettie Lou Coyote* • Mr. and Mrs, John Sanders
D-4 Establishment of a vegetapermanent water storage facilities
visited Mrs. Ella Veatch Friday
for livestock. (a) Installation, tive cover to protect cropland
Mrs John McClanahan visited afternoon
pipe and fittings-30e per foot, throughout the 1959 crop year.
but not to exceed 50% of the cost. Cost-share rates range from $6.25
Mr and Mrs A Z Green MonMrs Carl Bell I or. the sick
Permanent water storage faci- to $20.80 per acre, depending upon
••
(b)
day morning
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supplied
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of
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of the cost.
50%
lities
spent
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Willem%
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5-10 Improvement of a stand lizer and type of seed used.
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. list.
Mr. and • Mrs. John Sanders
agencies will be of special interest Co Progressive farn..ers in the
foresttrees on farmland. Costof
Mr and Mrs Bill Rollins
Veatch
Ella
conof
visited
establishment
E-2
Initial
Ifen-Tenn area):
share rates: (a) Timber stand im- tour farming operation on nonSunday afternoon.
Philip Elliott spent Saturcifity near May
provement $9.00 per acre, not to
land. Establishing the
and family.
terraced
DoPeler.
type of seed used.
Elmoove
(b)
cost.
with
the
ACP IS USEFUL TOOL
of
exceed 80%
read the Classified Ads
A-4 Initial treatment of farm- Erosion control measures 80% of contour system $2.00 per acre.
Mrs Retitle Rollins and Ronald
With JIM PRYOR
For further detail contact your
Fulton County farmers who are land with liming material and the cost. (c) Fencing, cost-share
spent Tuesday with Mr and Mrs.
ealbsod
Cr
alleis
Agent,
Aerkiskwal
making thoughtful plans to man- rock phosphate, to permit the use rates range from $1.60 to $2.40, local _ASC offler.
J B Sanders
age their farms in the coming of legumes and grasses for soil not to exceed 80% of the cost.
100 million dollars a ye:0
Mr and Mrs. Billy Green and
ACP MEETING CALLED
year for both their family's pro- improvement and protection. The
C-1 Initial establishment of IN THE COUNTY
It has been estimated that the son, spent the weekend with Mr
duction needs and their land's rate on lime $2.25 per ton, and
disto
sod waterways
and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and
conservation needs, will find.'the on Rock Phosphate 1.6e per pound permanent
Application of Fulton County lowly cattle grub cost the cattle- family.
pose of excess water. Cost share
men over 100 million dollars
1959 ACP a useful tool, Mr. Roy of total P205 applied.
cost-shargovernment
for
farmers
rates: (a) $1.65 per 1,000 sq. ft.
Mr and Mrs Charles Starter
Bard, Chairman of the County
A-5 Initial establishment of con iincluding (1) seedbed preparation, ing on soil and water conservation every year This damage is mostly visited Mr and Mrs Carl Bell
for Tree Surgssons
and
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the
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to
due
ASC Committee, said.
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soi
tour striperopping to protect
(ACP) practices to be carried
liming
(3)
seeding,
and
seeds
(2)
Sunday
for Park Commissions
damages to primal ,iuts of meat.
"Our 1959 County Agricultural from erosion. Rate of cost-share
materials and (4) fertilizers. (b) in 1959 should be filed at the
Mr and Mrs Herman Elliott
Conservation Program will offer $4.00 per acre.
county ASC office during the
NOW Ls the best time to get Mrs Pearl Cooper and Martha
Earth moving-80%,of the cost.
cost-sharing assistance, ranging
month of February and March busy on grub control
A-7 Initial establishiment of a
DONT Kay Copelen visited Mrs
Allie
C-2 Initial establishment of
from 50 to 80 percent of the cost, stand of trees. (Forestry PurRoy Bard, chairman of the local DELAY! It will cost you money Newton who is Ill
to
stabilize,
vegetation
practices,
permanent
conservation
on 24
announced to- Cattle grubs should be treated as
Committee,
poses) Cost-share rate: (A) Tree
ASC
which are deemed most needed in planting $1.70 per 100 trees. (B) rotect, etc. Cost share rate: (a) day. To give farmers an opportuni Last Week ,
soon as they begin to cut holes
the aounty in 1959", Mr. Bard Planting black walnut seed $10.00 Seedbed preparation, (b) seed ity to learn more details on the
in the hide The hest kill is usfertililiming
materials,
(d)
(c)
said.
and
Mr
Mrs. N A Strater and
for
land
per acre. (C) Clearing
new program, community meet"In keeping with ACP prin- tree planting $15.043 per acre, but zers, and (e) Mulch application ings have been arranged for the ually obtained by scrubbing the children visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl
a
bristlwith
animals
stiff
back
ciples, cost-sharing is offered only not to exceed 80% of the cost. (D) $2.00 per 1,000 sq. ft.
of all those farmers ed brush, using a mixture if Bell Sunday.
C-4 Constructing terraces. Cost. convenience
for those practices needed to help Eligible protective fencing. Rate
Lee Snow smolt Tuesday with
who wish to attend.
12 ounces of 5% rotenone and 2
meet the county's conservation of cost-sharing range from $1.60 sharerate: Earth moving 12e Cu.
The schedule of the meetings ounces neutral soap
each gal- Mr and Mrs. rat Snow Tuesday.
problems and those which a farm- to $1,40 per rod, not to exceed yd. Relocating fences, $1.50 per
Mr and Mrsl•Percy Veatch and
rod, not to exceed 50% of the are: February 19, Lodgeston Com- lon of water Apply about 1 pint George }lieu attended the hater.
er cannot carry out entirely on 80% of cost.
Feb.
m.;
a.
9:30
Center,
It
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more
munity
per
necessary.
needed
extent
cost.
his own or to the
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more
and
be
practical
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tion," the chairman pointed out.
Mr. Bob Merril and 'Phillip
control) cost-share rate: (A) Tree channels. Cost-share rate: Earth Feb. 20, Western School. 1:04
4. m. on a large herd. For spraying
The complete list of 1959 Ful- planting $1.70 per 100 seedlings. excavated 12c cu. yd. relocating
(16 11egg"
mix 7i., pounds of 5% rotenkW/.
per
fences,
not
$1.50
_exrod,
to
purtheir
practices,
ton County
(B) Planting shrubs $1.60 per 100
Sincethere will be no farm to one and 2 pounds of household eat or bite. They do not sting
,40111 harry
cost.
50%
the
ceed
of
inpose and rate of cost-sharing
shrubs. (C) Eligible protective
farm canvass to take cost-sharing
C-9 Constructing or enlarging requests for 1959, it will be the deteiitelit with each 100 .Kallotis or inflict pain, as many believe.
OW* a MI DINONStIlm-1014
clude the following:
fencing c9st-share range from
permanent open drainage systems. responsibility of the individual of water This should cover ap- Feeling their ton h or sensing
A-2 Initial establishment of $1.60 to $2.40 per rod.
proximately 100 head. Use 400 their preserwe however, cattle
permanent grass-legume seeding
B-1. & B-3 Improvement of and Cost-share rate: earth moving 12t farmer to file a request during pounds pressure and
hold the are instinctively terrori
for soil protection, or for land established permanent Vegetative Cu. yd. for excavating and level- the sign-up period, if there is a
It doesn't look like Mr. Grub
use adjustment. Rates of cost- cover. Cost-share range from $3.50 ling of spoil _ lands. Clearing ,conservation problem on the farm nozzle 12 to 16 inches from the takes a
vacation after all he just
sharing range from $4.25 to $20.00 to $20.00 per acre depending upon right-of-way $1.00 per 1,000 sq. 'for which government assistance animal When dusting. use one works
hard the year aroulid costpart
tc
5%
of
two
rotenone
parts
ft.
needed
upon
depending
acre
per
needed application of , lime and
is needed.
Phone 169
of a diluent such as pyrophylite ing the farmer millions ainualIy E.Fourth
C-10 Installing tile drainage
application of lime, fertilizer and fertilizer.
Mr. Bard emphasized that atsystems
to
of
dispose
excess
water.
type of seed used.)
look
lets
grub
at
Now
cattle
the
' B-5 Constructing *ells for live
tendance at one of the ACP meetA-3 Establishment of additional stock water as a means of protect- Cost-share rate: Tile $1.25 per
ings is one of the best Means to calendar and see Just when they
acreages of vegatative cover in ing vegetative cover. (1) Drilling rod, not to exceed 50% of the
information on the take their vacation; In December
croprotation to retard erosion and 500 per foot. Not to exceed 50% cost delivered to the farm. In- get detailed
requirements for and JallURTY the cattle grubs bethe
and
program
to improve soil structure, per- of the cost. (2) Casing 65e per stallation $1.25 per rod.
gin' to cut holes .in the hide. The
participation.
cost-sharing,
C-14 Constructing or lining
meability, or water-holding foot. Not to exceed 50% of the
bumps are very small at first.
capacity. Rates of cost-sharing cost. (3) Permanent water storage dams, pits, or ponds for irrigation
Early filing of cost-sharing re- Later in January the grubs beCost-share
rate:
Same
water.
as
per
$20.00
to
range from $4.25
facilities-50% of the cost.
quests means early approvals so come more abundant and as they
acre depending upon needed
B-6 Developing springs or seeps practice B-7.
A qualified technician
that farmers may get their con- mature drop to the ground There
D-1 Establishment of vegetative servation work under way as soon
application of lime, fertilizer and for livestock water. Cost-share
the grub changes to the pupae
with specially - designed
cover for winter protection form as weather permits.
50% of labor and materials.
from which the Neel My deveequipment will make that
B-7 Constructing pond, dams, erosion. Mixture of crimson clovThe preliminary allotments of lops, this takes place in February.
RUPTURE
repair correctly.. . the
pits for livestock. (1) Earth mov- er or hairy vetch with 1 bu. of
The Heel Flies come out In
The Sensational New Invention ing 120 cu. yd. (2) Seeding, sprig- grain or small grain alone, with ACP funds to Fulton County to March and lay eggs, terrorng
time Pickup and defirst
share the cost of authorized pracSutherland's "MD" Tains
ging, or sodding earth dams and 200 pounds of 6-12-12 fertilizer.
livery.
Cows In April. the ea'P hatch.
said.
Bard
Mr.
$43,773.00,
is
tice
from
cost-share
range
Straps
of
Rates
No
No Belts spillway, $1.50 per 1,000 sq. ft.
after being attached to hair on
No Odors
(3) Concerete or rubble masonry $1.50 to $6.13 per acre.
the heel, then make their way
Antennas Installed
3-D NOMINATED
D-2 Establishment of vegetative
used, $1.50 per cu. yd. (4) FencCity Drug Co., Fulton
through the akin Prom April to
ing, watering tank & etc., 50% cover for summer protection from
The Sun-Democrat staff has November the tiny larvae move,
erosion. Seeds: Lespedeza, sudan
nominated for the highest about constantly but slowly until,
been
grass, or millet, spring oats, or
in journalism, the Ptalitzer i they reach the back
award
Your Favorite Beverages iweet clover, followed by fall Prize.
LETS RAVE A PARTY
The male and female live only
seeding of grain. Rates of costThe staff's handling of the sen- a few days and need no food;
share range from $1.50 to $2.50.
sational Mary of the kidnapping they have no mouth with which to
No fertilizer required.
-Trooper Bill Little
D-3 Establishment of vegetative of Missouri
events that surrounded
cover from seeding.s of biennial and the
during the week besweet clover. (a) Eligible scarified that episode
1 last year are the
Feb.
ginning
biennial sweetclover at a Mininomination.
the
of
basis
mum rate of 10 lbs. per acre. tb)
442-44 Lake Street
Most complete stock in
ai Fertilizers 0-60-40 per acre, or as
Fulton, Ky.
West Kentucky
read the Classitied Ads
required in accordance with soil
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BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!
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Tom Gordon Returns
in Another Star-Studded

•

JOHN DEERE DAY

GOES AND
GOES AND
GOES ON A GALLON!
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Program 41,1
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"TOO YOUNG TO
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Biscayne 4-Door Sedan shows the Fisher Body beauty of Chevrolet's lowest priced aeries for '59.

"git" in the speeds you drive the most.
Here's an engine that always seems able to coax extra
miles out of a tank of regular-gaade gas. In fact, if you're
one of those drivers who keep tab on things like gas
mileage, you'll soon see for yourself that this new IliThrift 6 gets up to 10`1, more miles a gallon.
Another thing you'll like about this 135-h.p. 6 is the

The mart switch is to the '59 Chen!

TAYLOR CHEVROLET;448INCE
Falb n, Ky.

,
PO

See internationally famous vaudeville team Willy West and Mcelney,
! and xylophone artist Will Mahoney in their ads thet have thrdled
audiences from coast to coast.

PWS...

Oddities in Farming . . . What's Now for 19S9 . . . a rare behind-1hr
seems' visit to the John Door* combine plant le watch them "Building
the Big Ones."

CHEVROLET

now-see the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's!

228 Fourth Street

and

The Great Johnston., magician-comic, presents Max the Mignifkem in an
1 unforgettable escape act.
lc•

It may be hard to believe anything that looks and
moves like this '59 Chevy can be such a stickler for
economy. But-whether you pick the Hi-Thrift 6 or

dealer's and see.

Usten to the famous Mid-States Four, and the John Deere Singers
Dancers present your favorite numbers.

•

extra pep it gives you for passing and climbing hills. This
is due to higher torque at normal speeds.

vim -packed VS-this is just
one more reason Chevy's
the car that's wanted for all
its worth. Stop by your

Wednesday, Feb. 25
9:30 A. M.
Fulton Theatre

.1••••

CHEVY'S NEW HI-THRIFT 6
More miles are back in a gallon of regular-grade
gas-up to 10% more-and thery's new Hi-Thrift
6 engine puts them there. It also gives you more
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kris hand

FREE

Joel /Why
to AN Farmers and Their
Your Fres Tickets...Available Now at Our Store

BURNETTE TRACTOR COMPANY
"Your Local JOHN DEERE Dealer"
207 E. 4th STREET

49,
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couldn't discover wnat kind of
organization it was, but Paul tells
me it is a religious group.

around town with

Top Ten Communities In Kentucky In
Community Development To Be Named

We are glad to hear that Mrs.
C. D. Whitlock, who fell and broke
An All-Kentucky judging team Telephone
Association; General
her shoulder the first of Decem- will meet in
Louisville, February Electric Company;
Time Finance
ber, is doing fine in the Weakley 26;to deter
mine the top ten com- Company; Knoxv
ille Fertilizer
County Hospital in Martin. She munities in Kentu
I talk with a lot of out-of-town to New
cky which have Company; Kawneer Compa
ny and
newspapermen in connection with niture York to promote his fur- is the mother of Mrs. Robert Gra- shown greatest progress in the the Belknap Hardw
are Company.
, and the Fulton couple got ham of Fulton.
field of community development - The City
my work, and the other night I a
of
Fulton has entered
big kick out of watching
during 1958, the Kentucky Cham- er scrapbook
the
got to thinking about how similar TV
We extend a hearty welco
in the contest.
three of the men are, in more friendprogram and hearing their five-months-old Stephen me to ber of Commerce announced toWray
's name called.
ways than one. You take Hall
Ward, a newcomer in the home of day.
Allen, night eidtor of the PaduThe 24-man team of judges will
Sylvia and Wray Ward of FulMr McCle
cah Sun-Democrat, Eugene Rut- law practi ndon retired f urn his ton and Clinton. Stephen
review the activity of each city
Wray
ce
to
enter into this unland, Tri-State Editor of the Com- usual
arrived at the Ward home in or town in Kentucky that submercial Appeal at Memphis and work manufacturing business All Hickman County Sunday
is handmade by Mr. Mcand was mitted evidence of achievements
Jess Anderson, eidtor of the May- Clend
on and his staff of eleven. received by a joyous welcome in scrapbook form, the Chamber
field Mesienger. All three have He does
spokesman said.
from his new parents.
similar jobs, they are about the and in reproductions of all sorts
The self-improvement contest is
Sylvia
Memph
(Mrs.
Ward)
is
the
was
dealer
surhandsame age and build, and sound ling his
prised with a baby shower Friday sponsored by the KCC Communline is Lowenstein's.
about the. same on the telephone.
Four teenagers, who pleaded
night, her last night of work at ity Development Committe e,
Although, l'have been talking on
It's amazing how just one little the Derby
Restaurant, where she chairmaned by Harry Huelher, guilty to storehouse breaking,
the Phone. with all three for about ole letter left otit of a word
were given five-year penitentiary
will had been employed as a waitress Jr., Lexington.
twelve years now, I sometimes— change the meaning of a
sentences in Hickmart Circuit
whole for many years.
"This
is
the
fourth
year
of a
while talking—a I M
t forget article, For example, we menAbout 9 o'clock a large group five-year plan, after which the Court at Clinton last Wednesday.
which one I am talking to and call tioned a bridge-luncheon given
contes
Circuit Judge Elvis J. Stahr,
of
t
her
will
custo
mers, who have grown
change foernat",
him bt the wrong name. Those here for Mrs Lorene Hughes
of
three should get together some- Louisville The "g" was left out to love the cheerful waitress over Huether said. "$4,500.00 in cash following recommendations of the
time I know the:. would have an of bridge, therefore, changing the the years, gathered in the back prizes, contributed by -Kentucky Jury which set the punishment,
dining room of the cafe. Each business .firms, will be divided placed the youths on probation for
enjoyable time, as th-y are so %VW(' to bride, Ou I i1p4,logies
to came with a gift for the
new baby among the ten winners. The a period ?f five years.
Mrs ilughes.
-much alike.
boy.
awards will be made at the
The youths are Paul Madding,
A reporter receives all kinds of
There was much rejoicing and Awards Luncheon on April 14, as Horace Dean, Frankie Holifield
The lovely handmade, mahogany furniture, given away on the mail from everywhere.• I some- many tears, we understand. a part of the two-day Annual and Billy Copeland. Another
TV show, "Price is Right", last times wonder how groups get hold Everyone was happy about the Meeting of the Kentucky Cham- youth allegedly involved in the
Wednesday nfght was . manufac- of. my name in such far away new arrival, but sad to see Sylvia ber set for April 13 and 14 in breakins is under jurisdiction of
Louisville," he said.
Juvenile Court.
tured by Carlton McClendon of places. For example, for the past leaving.
Montgomery, Ala. Mr. McClendon few months I have been receiving
There will be three judges for
They are accused of breaking
Sylvia
is
one
of
the
best
wait£3. a brother of Mrs. Oscar John- literature from The Rosicrucians resses you will
find anywhere. each of the eight general, cate- into Oakton Supply Co., Oakton,
of San Jose, CalirNow, they want
son's sister-in-law. Last fall
She always had a smile and some- gories: Civic Development, Rural and Weatherford Grocery near
while
Mr and Mrs. Johnson were visit- me to join their group. Accord- thing cheerf
ul to ay to everyone. Development, Education, Main Crowley early in January.
ing
to
the
ing in Montgomery, Mr. McCle
literature, The Rosi- She will
Hickman County Attorney
n- crucian •
sincer
ely be missed by Street Modernization, To
teaching, combine the everyone,
d.rn was making plans for going
Promottion, Organ4zing and Plan- Robert C. Humph
but
all
of us wish for
reys said the
wisdom of the Ancients- with
ning,
_
Indust
rial
Devel
opment and youths had been directed to pay
her and Wray much happiness
modern scientific `technique. I
Contin
uity
of
Effort
.
court costs and to make property
read a little of the literature, but with their new son, Stephen
Sponsors for the 1958 contest restitution.
Wray.
are: The Ashland Qil & Refining
Roy ,, Cole, I•lickman County
Many of the males of the twin-- Compan y; Kentucky Utilities
Accurate
cities are happy over the prospects Company; Union Light, Heat and Negro, arraigned on a charge of
of 'not having to shave for a long Power Company; Western Ken- murder, and his wife, Helen,
WORKMANSHIP
period'of time, and some have al- tucky Gas Company; Kentucky charged with aiding and abetting
in murder, pleaded not guilty.
ready started growing beards for
Al Low Cost
Coble was held without bond and
our
100th
annive
rsary
Watches, Clocks and um
celebration
the woman was, released on her
Moses of All &lads &MN- in July. Fire Chief Nemo Williams
See ft
own bend.
ntely Repaired at Low CAA and col. Charlie Burrow are
lider.411 dim
They were indicted in connecsprouting a goatee, each.
bp—
I •taw down paym.ut._.__Ibl."41- els
tion with the death of the
June and _I have already dead Easy Term.
1
2-year-old son, Stanley
-••••••
ANDREWS
signed our old-timey outfits to South Fulton defeated Troy in woman's 2/
both
games
of
a
doubl
wear
ehead
durin
er at
Jewelry Company
g July. How about you
BENNETT ELECTRIC
ladies? Wouldn't it be fun if Troy Saturday Jan.. 31, the Red
s•••
Devils
winni
ng
63-53 and the
everyone dressed accordingly or
Devilettes taking their game 53the celebration?
32.
-Margaret and Stanley Jones are
Shirley Brockwell, South FulAll types of Insurance
moving into their, beautiful new ton's ace forward, took high scorhome in Carr's Park across from ing honors with 31 points and SAV
E ! GET our
Carr Institute this week. The Wilda Caldwell of Troy had 20.
Jones family has been living for
Murray Clark led the scoring'
PACKAGE DEAL
the past several years up on Wal- for the Red Devils with 18 points.
nut Street..
Barry Strong came through with
"Covering everything"
Saturday afternoon Margaret 15, Parchman, a substitute scored
422 Lake St
took us On a tour of her new 12 and John Hughes
i
had 11.
Johnny Guy of 7'r
Phone 408
home and we found it very beautiwas high Fulton, Ky,
ful. In fact, its just out of this for both teams with 1 .
•
world! Incidentally, the house was
built by Stanley and jiis business
partner. • .
11,), .to y C001
cr..,,b troy for •uoy
t uno.o Control d.ct for Song -Sue way yere
The house is ultra-modern
ranch -style, with all kinds of conDURINC
veniences. There is a completely
THIS SALE
kitehen,_ adjoining the
lovely combination living room dining room.
Also.'Margaret has all new living room and kitchen furniture,
RARE
to boot!
ea,*

Ouida Jewell

Teenagers'
Sentences
Are Probated

The Fulton News, Thursday, February 12, 19159
, age 7
5.
Westbrook last November.
The child, which officials said
showed signs of recent and previous beatings, was dead on arrival at Clinton-Hickman County
Hospital.
The trials have been set for the
May term of Circuit Court at Clinton.

farmer in the 21 to 35 Alt. ole
age bracket were announced today by Paul Hamm, Danville,
State Jaycee Chairman for the
prOgram. They are Burl St. Clair
president, Kentucxy r arm oureat.
Federation; Jack C r ow n i n g,
WAVE Farm Director; J. 0. Matlick, editor, Kentucky Farmer,
MOST OUTSTANDING'
Wilmer Browning University of
Judges who will select the Kentucky
Agriculture Economics
State's most outstanding young Department
.
•
•

"SID

.
WO

414.4

•##
I Never Realized' ‘•
•
/
Clothes Could Be So Much
\
I
1
1
Cleaner —'Till I Tried My
/
\
/
\
‘ Sanitone Dry Cleaner! /

Let Us Give
You the
Cleanest
Cleaning
Yet!
You, will SEE the
difference! That's
how much cleaner
our Sanitone Dry
Cleaning gets your
clothes. Colors,
patterns, textures
... all are just like
new again! Garments hold their
original drape and
fit, too, because
Sanitone restores
like-new body to
the cloth. Try it
and see.

South Fulton
Defeats Troy

Dewey Johnson

ere's Outstanding Value!
AUTOMATIC
POP-UP TOASTIRG--.

0.r•

...a let

Other rooms in the house are
three bedrooms, a den, and a utility room. At the side there is
a
patio, a carport and a storag
e
Morn.
Sunday Margaret said she was
So excited that she hadn't slept
In two nights—and we can understand Why.

4

41-

5h:indeed

'Norsk dolls m 1,1•11 of
ttwow,ah t.fs' on pock•d re on
A
1.1•<• oddmon to vow, workshop
hondy, too Reg $6.23
unbr•ohoblo poly•Ifiyhrn• comp

SPIC/41

4"

•

AIM
• 11510 CJANOWCI

welly PA;

• 641,011111.,1
• 1•O 10 IVACO
WW1 1•1.•11

DELUXE
PINKING
SHEARS
hght and heavy material wah
ease (*relatable preps mean
iess hand lohgue.

SALE SPECIAL AT
$248

• BETTER STANDS

• C11111 111.111

$

All chrorno boll beor.no sh•Oril
at. of lop qtrol.ty. Preis both

Hay and PastureSeed Give you...

88( SALE
801111)
PAPI

HI-SPEED
DRILL SET

4th Street, Phone 14
East State Line, Phone 130
Our only authorized route men in Fulton are
W. Z. Cash and John R. Lawson

Soutitent States

ONLY $988

pourniTUIN

OK-Parisian Laundry & Cleaners

We have discovered another
local man who has already started growing a beard for our centennial celebration. He is Mr. G.
B. Butterworth. I. C. ticket agent.
Really, Mr. Butterworth is not
growing a beard at present, but
actually a'charming mustache.

NIGHT LIGHTS

New HOMILLITS
clearing tool

A guiding light throughout the entire
home. Safe and proctical, tool Plugs
into any standard outlet.

SAVES TIME
SAVES WORK'',

'FOR

"I

ONLY 48

SALE $288
PRICE

Buy Now and Save!

LOCHRIDGE & RIDGWAY

a

Turn your oomelite into an
easy to use Clearing Attach•
ment that tells, bucks, and
limbs all small trees and
saplings in lig time .. gets
into all hard -to reach places
lets you work quickly yet
safely In dose quarters and
on steep slopes. Ask for a
free demonstration.

Ask about our easy
TIME PAYMENT PIAN

"I've never seen a field so free of weeds."
I. T. Moore (left), Harrodsburg, Kentucky

011110mEllk

Mayfield,,Ky.

STATE.

Phone 47

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
E.Fourth

—

Phone 169

And This Means...

-

SOUTHERN
sir

123 E. Broadway

seed of my Southern States Williamsburg Alfalfa came till,"
Harry Flute (right), Bedford, Virginia

•LESS WEEDS
mow

BERNI-O-MATIC
TORCH KIT
Carry-all kit for hundreds of jobs around
the home shop and farm. Has everything needed—cylinder, pencil burner
wit, utility burner head, soldering
tip, flame spreader and sparklighter.
PLUS FREE all-purpose metal
carrying case. Reg. $9.95.

think eery

More Beef-More Milk Per Acre
See your local Southern Statc(, Cooperative Service Agency

'

•
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kdAYTAG WASHERS, standard
MISSIONARY—
and automatic models, $139.95
and
up.
Sales
service.
Continued from Page One
and
!SEE Mrs. J. H. Witherspoon for
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
all types of income tax reports.
in 1947 under auspices of the OeSecond house from Post Office,
partment of Foreign Mission, of
Water Valley. Phone Fulton
CARD OF THANKS
the Nazarene. denomination which
1605J.
mintains world headquarters in
May we express our sincere apKansas City, Missouri.
preciation to the many friends WELLS DRILLED Tor industry
For The
Rev. and Mrs. Denton hvve
and homes Modern equipment,
and relatives for the many acts of
thoughtfulness and sympathy durspent most o:.*the time in Uruexperienced workmen. Write
guay, where they have been ining our recent bereavement—the
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
troducing the Nazarene program
death of our belovect. wife and
Fulton. Ky
They attended language sch ,:1 in
mother. We are grateful for every
Floor sanding maArgentina before entering Urucard received, to those who FOR REN
and
chine and electric floor polishguay
brought food and for the many
er and electric vacuum cleanvisits.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
May God bless each of you is
REED SPEAKS—.,Phone 35, Church Street.
our prayer.
Jesse Fields
Continued from Page One
Mrs. Evelyn Bales
groups, and watches for any that
are out of proportion.
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
WARD'S
(3.). Orders are often given to
while yotf wait. Forrester's
give close scrutiny on particular
MUSIC SHOP
Shoe Shoo, 204 Main.
groups: doctors, lawyers or other
professional ;nen. Such orders
RCA and Magnavox
buy it at
FOR THE BEST Deal on Office
may vary from one year to the
Furniture buy Shaw -Walker.
TV and Hi-Fi
next.
See James 0. Butts at The
Reed was program speaker for
Harvey
Caldwell
Co., Phone TI! 59404
Union City
Tursday's luncheon at Smith's
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Pose Room.
Phone 674. We trade for your
(Complete stock)
old equipment.
Good selection of records
Furnitu
Compa

CLASSIFIED ADS

BEST

4-H CITIZENS CLUB ELECTS
Earl Thorpe has been elected
chairman of the new South Fulton 4-11 Club Citizens Committee
;designed to promote 4-H Club
;work. • Similar clubs have been
organized in other sections of
Obicsn County. Other' officers include Mrs. Thomas Bruce, cc:IL
chaimian, and Mrs. Hillman Colher, secretary -treasurer.

BAYOU DE CHEIN—

Continued from Page One
ested aaitles that reside or own
dropertyjn this watershed ?ma
of 120,000 ac,
ts are urged io a:tend and express their opinions or
ask questions. The largest porticn
of the watershed,'60,000 iota is
in Fulton County. For additional
information relative to thii art's
MRS. NELSON TRIPP (fourth from left( is shown
with a group contact the Soir. 'Conservation
of girls se ho a-sisted in serving at the Tea given
in her honor Sun• Service office in fficitman, M.iyda afternoon. Feb. 1, in the dining room of the First
Methodist field or Clinton.
Church. The girls, who assisted in the Choir School
under direction of Mrs. Tripp, either as pianists or work this year,
counselors, are " "In
(left to right) Alice Jo Leggett, Carol McNeill'', N'ickie
barring Mr. Gardner from
Mrs. Tripp, Joan ('arter, Susan Stokes, and Patsy Bruen. Stewart. looking at the records of this
Two other
assistants, who served, but not pictured here, are
Linda Whitnel court, I did so with the sincere
and Kay Morris.
intent of protecting the docure
ny
training has been under private ments of the citizens of the county
MRS. TRIPP—
on LP and 45 rpm
voice and piano teachers. I also and their courts from demoralisMail orders---gnecial orders
When it's
(Continued from rage one)
Church Street
Fulton
like to keep house aid cook, al- ation rt. is difficult for • Judge
to (nevem, with cases according
WE RENT - - - Real Estate in Fulton
music, or music and children," though I :never did learn to sew. I to the dictates of his oonscience.
see
I
couldn't
stay
WHITE OAK timber wanted: we
away
from
the
Mrs. Tripp said, then laughed and
Ifacing incrimination that CORWIN
Hospital beds
piano long
buy white oak standing timber; IF YOU NEED a good used car,
from an editor whose Mx years of
CHARLES W. BURROW told about the time at a conven- Mrs. Tripenough.,"
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick ha
custom stave and heading bolts.
Baby beds
spent several years reportingi reveal he o
tion when she was 'sited her
h
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney 309 Walnut
Phone 61 hobby.
Contact us for prices and speddirecting
hometown minstrels and tempt for their cpurta
•
Roll-away beds
llids
on
n
:
nd
el
or Dan today.
fieations. National Distillers
"I saicl that my hobby ,is telling musical comedy shows. She also method of operation It ts quite
Farm Loans
Vacuum Cleaners
I,
roducts Co.; Box 85, Wingo,
arranged
and
accompan
ied
musiobvious the court ayatem of KenMOTORCYCLES: new and used.
other people how to raise their
Ky.
Conventional Loans
Floor polishers
children—but of- course, I was cal program for the civic clubs in tucky doe. not meet with the
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
Fulton
and
other
surround
ing
only kidding".
Mr Gardner,"
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
AM NOW represeting the
"theircoheFHA Loans
towns. She has sat as long as ten
WADE FURN. CO. I Greenfie
ld Monument Works
-Mrs. Tripp is active in the hours at the
—The
very
best
selection
of
real
piano accompanxing
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky. arid will appreciate the opor- SHOE SALE: Throughout Febru- estate for ,sale at all times
The CAase has now beconie of
Music Department of the Fulton the children
for the Cub Scout interest to newspapers throughou
ary 1959, all Douglas and Carter
tunity to show you our beautiWoman's Club,.and sings in the Minstrels, with
t
only time out for the area. inasmuch as
men's dress shoes in stock, to
ful line of memorials. Torn
• principle
Adult Choir 'of the First Meth- a hamburger and
a
coke.
be
sold
"Gee,
$7.95
at
pair.
Some
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
of "leree.4.iiii of the - Press" has
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
odist Church. She also belongs to but that was fun!",
she gritted.
close-out numbers for less. The
been brought sharply into focus,
trade—repair and move. Get
the National Fellowship of MethEdwards
Mayfield
Store,
When asked what kind of music even though ouly one ynewspaper
, Ky.
odist Musicians and to tt4 Choirour prices. We service all makes
FREE PARKING!
she liked-best she replied, "Good Is involved, The. Paducah gunliters' Guild of America
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
LAUNDERETTE
organ music".
Democrat last week eclit,,rialisesd
-"I can't remember a time when
Mrs. Tripp believes there should 'against Judge Bondurant's stand
SERVICE
I couldn't play ary tune I wanted be joy in
singirg and playing, and and the Louisville Courier-Jour• 16 new Norge washers
to on the piano." Mrs. Tripp said. she uses
as her motto the follow- nal and the Memphis Commercial• 4 new 25-lb. dryers
REPAIR SERVICE
TV SERVICE
"I am most grateful for God's gift ing. Appeid—have given the proceed• 20e per 9-lb wash load
of music", she added.
RADIO AND TV
"Give me a song, dear God in ings' prominent space
Across From
• 25e per dryer load
Pickup and delivery
Mrs. Tripp, known by everyone the morning.
Coca-Cola Plant
as Montelle. was the baby of a
-DROP-OFF SERVICE
Give me a song at the break of
Any make—any model
large musical family. Her father, the day:
"Drop
Come in and so* th• new
it
off"—we'
ll
wash
it
by
NEW PICTURE TUBES
Mack
the
late
Ryan
John
Adams
was
a minisGive me a song. lest the hours
the time you return
ter and an evangelistic singer, and grow weary,
Charles Stafford
No money down
FULTON LAUNDERETTE WOOD & PRUI'IsT TV
her mother, Lula, was also a musiROWNING
Give me a song as I go on my
Open 6 am to 10 pm
cian. .
Carr St.
way".—Bushman.
Monthly terms
Lightweight 20 gulag*
near State Line
300 Walnut St.
MoM—of—her_alLt brothers and
Phone 211 FOR SALE Good-8-foot GE refritwo
sisters
play sonceinstrtunent
gerator. $29 95. Mechanically
Automatic-5
Authorized RCA-Victor
Authorized Motorola and RCA
GARDNER-perfect Fourth Street Furniture or sing.
Sales and Service
Service, we repair all makes. HELP WANTED: Unexpected
Mrs. Tripp, an attractive burStore, phone 164.
(cootimee from Pogo One)
Change makes available good
This new gun has all the
nette with a pleasing personality,
Rawleigh business in Fulton Co.
NOW is the time to get your was born in Weakley
features
of the Browning
Tuesday
unleashed
an
attack
County,
on
or Fulton. Splendid business
Types.
, riter and Adding Mac- . Tenn., near Martin. where
Light Weitht-___a_and
Mr. Gardner and his "vilification
she
secured
here.
Exceptional ophiae Overhauled
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
See Cleo attended school. She had her first of the courts"
Sweet 161-yet in sn
-iritt
portunity for right man. See or
Peeples, Service Manager of radio program at Union City, sing- "In Mr darCner's real to get
size
weight.
pound
and
6
215 Main
write
Bill Johnson, Box 352,
Phone 126
The Harvey Caldwell com- ing and playing the piano and the maximum publicity for him5 shot capacity with 3
Russell Springs, Ky. Ph. Union
Fulton, Ky.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- ukelele, at the early age of 13. self and his paper." Judie Bon6-7106 or write Rawleigh's Dept.
shot
adapter.
Later, she worked for Radio Sta- durant said. "he misconstrued
fitters, Phone 874.
KYA-1071-201, Freeport, Ill.
Shoots all 2N1" shells intion WPAD at Paducah. There she a statement issued by me as to
also had her own program, on indicate that I have closed
cluding 2h" Magnums..
Mr. Farmer !
Long Termsthe
which she played and sarigs,She books of Pulton County Court
-Easy Payments
Want more margin ? ? also sold
Si441,
s •
commercials, wrote to reputable citizens, particularly
copy. etc.
newspaper reporters
For a period of time Mrs. Tripp "When I referred to the
tact
worked in the Child Welfare De- no person may examine
the
partment of the State of Illinois books of this court unless
they
at Metropolis and was director of had an interest
in such docuON THESE:
a youth choir for five years.- At ments I had
reference to the
—Insurance—
Metropolis Mrs. Tripp was spon- editor of the Hickman
Courier
sor of the Beta Sigma Phi sorority whose past
record of vilification
40'
Pork
J
Booster
and
was
an
active member of the of the courts has proven he has
List your
Business and Professional no interest
Farm and town Property
in the ii,teerity of the
pellets
Woman's
$4.85
Club.
court, or its court administrators Lake Street
with the
Fulton
For Fast Growth
The
:with antibiotics and alfalfa meal) "Most vivacious Mrs. Tripp said. unless it produced
headlinesof my formal musical making editorials
Early Weaning
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EXCHANGE

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

B

M & W Appliances

FARM LOANS

Feed Southern States

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

SAVE

PIG STARTER*

The Leader Store

111101.111111111111111111111r

Fulton Real Estate Co.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.

203 Main St

Phone 5

ad,

Sitecia Vreic
FEBRUARY—MARCH ONLY
Turn in your Pig Starter feed tags and get 50t credit
on any(of these Southern States Swine feeds purchased:
"•••••

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
10% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying'
Charges.
Your policy is Inted and
ready for you in a few minutes. and coverage is effective immediately.

Port, Maker
Sow & Pig Stn.,..went
Pork Maker
Hi-Gm -Blend

(Contains "Hygromix")

Only tags from bags of Pig Starter purchased during
February and March will be accepted. One bag of
swine feed must be purchasoi for each tag credited.
No tags credited toward purelleses of Pig Starter.

$3.25!

"Quality Feed fol N4.ed

Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative
Central Ave.

Phone 399

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 82 — 160

• 16% Pig Developer'
• 13%
• 38%
• 40%
• 38%

16' CO-OP Dairy
Feed

HERE'S NEWS!
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
129 MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

• Available with—"Hygromix"

—"A new Family Insurance Plan" that covers
the entire family—Father, Wife, children to age
25—with one policy, one
deposit!
EXAMPLE
Father (age 35)
Mother (age 351

$2,000

ALL Childrehe

ed Piqtioden Todtuj

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards

.1 1-d
i A4
1 1"1

S

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton
201 Central Ave.
'HiPt

RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-.1

-

Fulton

(14 days to 6 months) $500.00
(6 months to 25 yew) $1.000
Total coot . $12.18 vet mouth

Non-Cancelable Disability and Hospitalization
Plan
BOB HYLAND
Insurance Agency
Phone 1185 — Box 315

ANNOUNCING CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT OF ONE OF FULTON'S OLDEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
. It is with much pleasure, and great'satisfaction, that I announce
to the citizens of the Twin Cities and surrounding area, that James
Needham and Frank LeMaster, have purchased substantial interest
in The HORNBEAK
)
FUNERAL HOME,of Fulton, and in the future
will be active in the management and *professional duties of the
Funeral Home.

NC-. Needham. and his wife, Carolyn, came L.Fulton in March
of 1957, and have made many friends and established themselves
as citizens who are interested in the worth —while things of the
community. Mr. Needham attended Cumberland College, Williamsburg. Kentucky and is a graduate of the Kentacky College of Embalming_ and Mortuary Science, and is qualified to practice in Kentucky and Tennessee. Mrs. Needham is a graduate. of the Bowlin
g
Green, Kentucky College of Commerce. Mr. Needham is a Method
ist
and Mrs. Needham is a member of the Church of Christ..
Mr. LeMaster and his wife, Jean, came to Fulton in June of
1958, and they too, have made many friends and have established
themselves with the better interests of the community. Mr. LeMaster attended the University of Kentucky, and is a graduate of
the Cincinnati College of Erninilming and Mortuary Science, and is
licensed to practice in Kentucky and Tennessee. Mrs. LeMaster is
a
graduate of the St. Elizabeth Hospital School of Nursing, in Covington, Kentucky and at present is associated with the Fulton Hospital.
They are both members of, and active in, the First Baptist Church,
of Fulton.
•
I feel that The Twin-Cities are extremely fortunate in having
these two fine couples to serve them in their hour of need.
I will continue in an active capacity in all phases of the work
that I am physically able to do, The business will continue to operate
as the Hornbeak Funeral Home, with James 'Needham and Frank
LeMaster as Co-owners.

PAUL M. HORNBEAM
Asommommilft
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